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Our Gi
Gift T o You
This digital copy of “The Art and Science of the Profitable Joint
Venture,”” is offered as a complimentary gift from Sonoma JV
Venture,
Partners to our esteemed Clients, and to business owners and
entrepreneurs who desire to learn more about the process of
forming profitable joint ventures.

This book contains relevant and useful information for anyone
desiring to create strategic business partnerships, along with
anecdotal information based upon the actual experiences of its
authors. Nothing herein is intended to convey a promise or
guarantee of any particular outcome, or even whether forming a
strategic partnership is the right strategy for your business.

This book may not be sold, or distributed by any means, and is
only available for download from www.sonomajvpartners.com.
This digital copy may be shared with others on your team;
however, no alterations whatsoever may be made to its content.

This book is available in soft cover print form (144 pages), for $7.95
shipping and handling per copy (for U.S. addresses only). To obtain
a printed copy of this book, for international, or for bulk orders, or
to book Steve Gallegos, JD to speak to your business organization,
please send us an email to Happy@sonomajvpartners.com.

Greetings!
If you’re a business owner, self-employed professional, or an
entrepreneur this book will give you quick and inexpensive
strategies for making big profits from your existing business
activities, and show you how to leverage your business assets using
joint ventures.
In today’s global market, it is increasingly more challenging
to stay ahead of your competitors. Some of the world’s largest
corporations, even those with unlimited marketing budgets use
joint ventures to maximize their profits, and you can do this also.
Your competition is smarter, more sophisticated and even more
aggressive than it has ever been, and only through joint ventures
can you keep abreast and even stay ahead of them.
Now, the idea of using joint ventures for marketing and
growing businesses is not a novel idea. This strategy has been used
by companies since time eternal. Yet, in the world today, less than
5% of all business owners use joint ventures properly and most
don’t know how to use them at all. This is absolutely crazy! This is
exactly why we agreed to write this book for you…to help you
recognize the boundless opportunities that exist right in front of
you.
What is a joint venture? A joint venture is simply leveraging

your assets with the assets of other business owner through
partnering. It involves a careful identification of these
opportunities and setting aside all pre-conceived notions of who is
and who is not an ideal partner. You’ve got to go all out; this is one
of the fundamentals of successful joint ventures and deal making.
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This book goes far beyond providing you with a better idea
for marketing your business. It will provide you with a fresh and
focused strategy which will enhance your existing marketing
strategies.
By reading and applying what you will learn in this book
you will become a master of the Art and Science of the Joint
Venture. You will learn to make smarter marketing decisions and
take advantage of hidden opportunities for true entrepreneurial
success worldwide in any economy and in any mark
marketplace.
etplace.
So, if you are ready to commit to your progress…let’s get
started!
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Chapter 1 –
How to Get
Anything You Want:
The Steve Gallegos
Story

“I achieve my dreams helping others achieve theirs.”
- Steve Gallegos
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Don’t you love the title of this chapter? How to Get
Anything You Want. Ahh… the secret sauce to finally cashing in on
all those ambitions and visions you have for your life. Sounds like a
load of BS doesn’t it? It sounds too good to be true – right? I mean,
no one really gets anything they want do they? Well, I invite you to
stay with me on this one because I think you may be surprised
where we end up. To get there I need to take you back a few short
years to my non-glory days.
Growing up on the south side of Chicago, I was known as
“good-for-nothing.” My parents gave me this name when I was
merely 4 or 5 years old. Well, actually, this was my nick-name. My
full name was “absolutely good-for-nothing.” Apparently, I was
incapable of doing things to their satisfaction and it seemed that
my very existence was a source of deep frustration to them.
Consequently, the more they referred to me as good-for-nothing,
the more good-for-nothing I became.
I was not a lazy kid by any means. I was highly active,
creative, imaginative, and resourceful. I loved to dream that I had
kung fu skills to rival those of my idol Bruce Lee. I imagined myself
leaping over tall buildings, and running faster than a speeding
bullet. In fact, it was my ability to run super fast which led me to
become a lifelong fan of the Dallas Cowboys because their wide
receiver at the time Bob “Bullet” Hayes, was the fastest man in the
world,
I remember organizing and training a group of
neighborhood kids into a highly skilled and elite combat ready
squad which we named “Bill’s Marauders” (“Bill” is the

Americanized version of my birth name that I received after we
arrived in Minneapolis from South America).
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I would lead my squad of 5 other boys on covert missions
around the neighborhood to ward off crime, corruption, and
anything or anyone else that looked out of place. In the process,
windows were broken, garden beds were trampled, and kids from
other neighborhoods were sent home with bloody noses. Every
war has its casualties, so they say. But you have to admit, at 8 and
9 years old I demonstrated what I thought were valuable
leadership traits.
In the real world of school and academics, I was one bored
soldier! I was fascinated with reading, writing, science, music, and
the performing arts. Everything else was a waste of my time!
Sociology? Home Economics? Calculus? Julius Cesar and
Napoleon Bonaparte were interesting characters for sure, however,
I did not see how they were going to help me become the
international singing sensation which is all I dreamed about
becoming.
Like many kids, then and now…I did not like being told what
to do, when to do it, and I certainly did not like being told to sit
down, shut up, and stay still.
I do remember that wood shop and electronics class was
entertaining because I could work with my hands and create
really useful stuff from spare electronic parts, and formless blocks
of wood. For one of my projects, I created a cool looking wooden
ashtray/snack bowl combination which I gave to my parents as a
token of my affection and peace offering of sorts. I soon thereafter
came to regret my decision for, as it turns out; I had only given
them another weapon to use against me during their frequent fits
of rage. It was a very effective weapon I might add. Maybe the fact

that they didn’t smoke had something to do with it, but I thought
for sure they liked snacks!
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By all accounts, my high school experience was a disaster. I
was not popular, I was not a stand out student, I was not well liked
by my teachers, and I did not have many friends. In fact, get this; I
received straight “F’s” in Spanish class. You may be thinking that’s
no big deal, I didn’t do so well in language class either. However, I
am going to bet that Spanish is not your first language as it is for
me! Yes, I could speak it, write it, and read it better than anyone in
the entire school, even better than my teacher, and that is where
my problems began.
In class, I started out innocently enough, raising my hand to
correct the teacher when she mispronounced a word here and
there. At first she accepted my contribution and thought it was
cute to have her own little reference source which she could call
upon at any moment. After a short time though, she called upon
me less and less, and then became resistant to my corrections.
One day, in front of the entire class she said…“We’re not in

Chile (she pronounced it “Chili,” like the stuff you make out of
beans and meat, and eat with cornbread in the South), so you’re
going to learn Spanish the way I teach you! I was embarrassed,
confused, and as a result, I became d-e-f-i-a-n-t.
I thought -- I’ll show her -- and from that day forward I
refused to do the home work; I refused to participate in class, and I
refused to listen to anything else this teacher had to say. My
reward for being the best speaker, reader, and writer of the
Spanish language in the whole school was straight “F’s.”
It should come as no surprise then that I did not make the
honor roll; however, I did make the Dean’s List! Okay, it was his
shit list, but hey, I made a list right?
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Do you remember your senior year in high school when
most everyone receives their college acceptance letters? I
remember it well. For days, most of my classmates were joyfully
announcing the names of the Universities they had been
accepted to, and the types of careers they would soon be stepping
into. One of my classmates asked me where I would be going to
college and I replied…“I don’t know, I’m probably going to jail,” to
which he replied “Oh, Yale? It’s a great school, congratulations!”
The simple truth is I had no vision for my life. I did not have
any marketable skills, and I had no prospect for any kind of job. I
had no idea what I was going to be, where I was going to go, or
what I was going to do in this thing called the future. It was never
something that was talked about in my house. In fact, nothing
much was ever talked about in my house.
I remember feeling lost, angry, frustrated, and alone. I felt
worthless, so absolutely worthless that I made practice runs at
killing myself by placing a plastic bag over my head and holding it
tight around my neck to see how long it would take me to lose
consciousness. However, each time I tried, I heard a voice coming
from somewhere inside of me…somewhere deep inside of me
which said “don’t do it.”
One of the few people in my life who knew the pain that I
was feeling was my high school girlfriend, Leslie. In an effort to
help me find my way, she gave me a book and asked me to read
it. The book was titled: “The Power of Positive Thinking,” by
Norman Vincent Peale. This book opened my eyes to many
things…the most important of which were the following 7 words:
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“Change Your
Thoughts and
Change Your
World”
-

Norman Vincent Peale

I did not understand the concept of how to change my
thoughts, and I did not even know it was even possible to change
your thoughts. However, I did accept the idea that I could change
my world as I had done it several times before by running away
from home. Although short lived, these brief periods of freedom
gave me a sense of confidence that I could somehow make it on
my own. I remember thinking… “Yes, it’s time to run away from

home, but this time…for good.”

Taking My Life
I was 17 years old when I decided to take my life, Now
clearly, because I’m here sharing my story with you, you
understand that I did not commit suicide. Instead, what I did is
take my life away from my parents and other adults whose
influence I was under, and I enlisted in the United States Marine
Corps. This is the period in my life to which I fondly refer as my
“formative years.”
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I hardly knew what to expect, and I had absolutely no
concept of what I was in for. I did not know anyone who had been
in the Marines, and although my step-father had served as a
Captain in the U.S. Army Reserve, we never discussed his
experience and so I had no pre-conceived notion of what I was
about to go through. To tell you the truth, I did not really care
what would happen to me. I just knew that I wanted to -- needed
to -- get away from home, and joining the Marines seemed like the
most logical way to do it.
To say that Marine Corps boot camp is challenging, is to put
it mildly. It was and it remains today one of the most physically,
mentally, and emotionally demanding experiences that any
human being might experience.
The experience begins with a complete assault on your
psyche as you are stripped down physically and psychologically in
order to be molded and shaped into one of the most powerful
fighting machines on the planet.
The funny thing is that I was already stripped down to my
bare essence when I arrived at boot camp. I had no self-esteem,
and I had very little self-worth such that my Drill Instructors had
an easy task of tearing me down to a place where there was
nothing left but to mold me and shape me into whatever they
wanted.
I offered no resistance to their means and methods, and
whenever they would gang up on me and yell and scream insults
in my face, I remember thinking…“I’ve been yelled at, insulted, and

beaten for years already, so short of taking me out back and
shooting me, you don’t intimidate me.”
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Little Red Monsters
A little known fact about the Marine Corps which is a
surprise to many people is that academics plays a substantial role
in determining whether you transition from a basic recruit, to the
ranks of the U.S. Marines. Most people think that the Marines only
focus on creating mean, lean, fighting machines. While that is true,
if you are unable to pass the academic portion of the training, you
get sent home regardless of how fierce a fighter you are.
It happened that in my platoon there were 3 other Hispanic
recruits for whom Spanish was their primary language. I noticed
that they were struggling with the academic portion of the
training. So, I put on my cape, leaped over some tall buildings and
off I went to the rescue.
I gathered the three of them and I offered to help them
learn and master the material, to which they agreed. So, at night
after everyone else had gone to sleep, the 4 of us got up and went
into the showers, where we sat on the cold, damp, musty tile floor
in our Parris Island squad bay.
Once in the showers, we pulled out our little red monsters

(yeah, it sounds like this story is about to get freaky, but no, stay
with me here), which are the red vinyl covered flip books that we
were required to carry with us during the entirety of our boot
camp training. These red monsters contained all of the lessons
and material we were required to learn and master in order to
pass our exams.
So, with our red monsters in hand, I would translate the
day’s material into Spanish, and they would repeat it back to me
in English and we would have a discussion until I was sure that
they understood the lesson. No one asked me to help them. I had
no prior experience as a tutor or as a teacher. I was just doing
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something that I felt I had to do. These guys needed help, and I
wanted to help them.
During one of our tutoring sessions, the on-duty drill
instructor got the urge to use the bathroom, and upon hearing
hushed voices speaking in a foreign tongue emanating from the
showers, he descended upon us with all of the delicacy that you
would expect from a Marine D.I. who thought he was about to
single handedly capture an enemy stronghold. As he entered the
room firing cuss words at us at the top of his lungs, the four of us
jumped out of our skin and cowered closer to the tile on the floor.
Surely the Sergeant thought he had caught us red-handed
engaged in inappropriate behavior and he was going to have a
field day with us. However, after I was able to catch my breath and
explain what we were doing, he calmed down, stared at us in
disbelief for a few moments and then said…“carry on.”
Fast forward several weeks to Elliot’s Beach, which is a
multi-day training exercise which signaled we were nearing the
end of our boot camp training. It is during this training exercise
that we are tested physically, mentally, and academically. It’s a do
or die situation. If you do not pass Elliot’s Beach you get sent
home in disgrace.
Fortunately for me and my three fellow recruits (can I call
them tutoree’s, is that even a word?), we scored exceptionally well
and received some of the highest scores on our exams. My
tutoree’s were extremely grateful and overjoyed. For my part, I
received the top grade in the class, and as a result I was named
the Platoon Honor Graduate (the class Valedictorian in civilian
terms), promoted to the rank of Private First Class, and I was
awarded the coveted Dress Blue Uniform for which the U.S.
Marines are known and recognized worldwide.
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H elping You Achieve Your Dreams
The entire trajectory of my life changed in a 13 week period.
I entered Marine basic training as a good-for-nothing and soon
discovered I was pretty darn good at a whole lot of things,
especially at serving others. My boot camp experience gave me
confidence in myself, and equipped me with a new story about
who I was, who I could be, and what I am capable of. It gave me a
fresh new identity. Moreover, my boot camp experience taught
me one of the most valuable lessons of my entire life. The lesson of
what can happen when you look for ways to serve others. In fact,
this lesson gave rise to my personal philosophy which to this day
remains:

“I Achieve My Dreams Helping Others
Achieve Theirs”

- Steve Gallegos
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Armed with a new identity and with the understanding of
what can happen when my focus is on serving others rather than
getting something from them, I have enjoyed success in such
diverse careers as a California Police Officer, Singer-

Songwriter/Recording Artist with a debut CD considered for a
Grammy Award, Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer, Internet StartUp Founder, published Commercial Photographer, and now BestSelling and Award winning Author, Personal Mastery Strategist,
International Speaker, and Joint Venture Broker and Consultant.
If you had told me back when I was a high school senior,
that all of these accomplishments and so much more were
waiting for me, a good-for-nothing boy who did not value himself,
much less realize he had a place in the world, I would have told
you that you were crazy. And, I would have said it using some very
colorful language.
As you can see, I have enjoyed many careers and have
experienced remarkable results in each one. Granted, I have had
some massive failures too which include getting fired from several
jobs, divorce, business failures, personal bankruptcy, and
overcoming clinical depression, the details of which I will share in
an upcoming book.
When I am asked how it is that I have had so many different
work and life experiences, I answer it’s because I like to rewrite my
story. I like facing challenges, overcoming them and moving
forward each time to become a better version of me, a better
human. I like to go beyond what others believe is possible, and to
achieve mastery and success on my terms. Taking my life has truly
given me the ability to get anything I want.
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For over three decades I have had the privilege to serve
many high performing men and women to help them get their
“stuff” together. Oftentimes they come to me with a business
related problem such as a slump in sales,
sales or the inability to attract
and retain good team members. Sometimes their marriages or
personal relationships are falling apart and they’ve been so darn
busy in their business that they feel lost and out of balance. Other
times it’s because they no longerr find satisfaction in what they are
doing career-wise.
wise. The interesting thing is that every time, every
single time, the problem these high achievers think they have is
merely a symptom of a deeper issue that they have always had.
In each of these scenarios,
os, I get to draw upon my many
careers and experiences, and apply my rule-breaker
rule
and funmaker approach to get them to discover why they do what they
do, and to connect with who they really are and what they are
meant to be doing personally
lly and in business.
I share my story with you so that when you consult with me
about your joint venture options and opportunities; you will know
you are dealing with someone who has lived through the fire, and
who is able to find the solutions to help you get what you want. It
may not always work, but it won’t be for a lack of effort.
Here’s to your Remarkable Business!
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Chapter 2 –
The 8 Figure JV
Expert: Sohail Khan

“Give first, ask later”
– Sohail Khan
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As the World’s Top Joint Venture Expert, Sohail built an 8figure business which was acquired by a $160M IT Group in 2006.
In 2008 that IT Group went bust, and Sohail went from multimillionaire to flat broke. In 2009 he gave himself a challenge to
make $1M in 12 months, and he ended up closing a $1.5M JV Deal
in just 30 days! As the founder of The Joint Venture Group and
having previously built a multimillion dollar internet training
business Sohail used this knowledge and expertise of building a
business in sales using just joint ventures.
This is No Fairy Tale
I originally trained as an accountant and while working at
one of the big accountancy firms in London, I realized that my
strength was really in helping people and using things like IT and
personal computers. So, I left the job at the accountancy firm and
I studied information technology. I did a masters in IT and I wrote
a thesis back then, this was '96, '97 when the internet was at its
infancy and I wrote a thesis on the impact of the internet on the
manufacturing industry. My professor posted it online on what
was back then a “bulletin board” (Google did not launch until
1998).
I started getting emails and phone calls from corporations,
and venture capital firms asking me about this thing called the
internet and they posed questions to me, how can we use this
thing to make money? Straight out of finishing my masters I
began consulting, with corporate executives, venture capital firms,
and boards of directors talking to them about my thesis and my
ideas about how they could utilize the internet in their business.
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In the beginning it was all about ecommerce. Ecommerce
was the biggest buzz word and that's what people were trying to
find out. How could they utilize the internet to make money in
their business? One of my first clients was a QVC, the world's
biggest home shopping channel. I did consulting to help them set
up their ecommerce engine and their online shopping portal.
I was also sitting on the board with some venture capital
firms doing some consulting and one thing that I did in the early
days was, I created a one page website, which had computer
training course on there. These were very basic PDF files in zip files
that people could go online and purchase and download. It was
such a basic website. In 1998 when Google launched we shot up
straight to number one on page one under the term computer
training. Since 100% of our traffic was coming from Google we
were making sales every day like clockwork. It was a true dot com,
online company selling computer training manuals. We were
making roughly £4,000 to £5,000 a month with that business like
clockwork without doing anything, just updating the courses,
putting them on the site and getting them downloaded.
At the end of 1999, 2000 the inevitable happened. The dot
com bubble burst and we lost many of our clients who were
spending a lot of money on marketing. They closed their doors
and because of Y2K, no one really wanted to work with IT
consultants anymore because obviously we were blamed for Y2K
which was the millennium bug which was supposed to cause a
meltdown because of the computer clocks.
Suddenly, we found ourselves in a downward trend in the
economy, which in my mind always creates opportunities. This is
what people don't realize. People think that because there is a
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downward trend in the economy there's no hope, there's no
business, there's no point in starting a business and this is absolute
rubbish, because this is where some of the greatest opportunities
exist.
In early 2000 we realized that the consultancy is actually
not going very well, and we had to figure out what to do. The
computer training website was making us £4,000 to £5,000 a
month like clockwork, so we decided to concentrate on that. We
said, “Look, we've got this business”, an information product
business, and we should really concentrate on building that and
growing it.
Soon thereafter, I came across a book titled, “Getting
Everything You Can Out of All You've Got” by Jay Abraham, one of
my mentors who I trained under in 2004 in Los Angeles. Jay is a
marketing genius and the book turned around my whole
philosophy on marketing.
One of the most important things I picked up from the
book was something called joint ventures and strategic alliances.
Jay wrote that you have the ability to get everything you want
without actually outlaying anything at all. You can get access to
anybody's resources basically for free, have someone else promote
your product for you, you wouldn't have to pay upfront and they
could drive and make the sales for you. Then, you just give them a
percentage of the sales or the profits. I read this with great interest
and I thought, “You know what? I'm going to go and try this, let's
see how this works”.
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I contacted one of the largest IT recruitment agencies in
Europe and sent them an email in which I wrote:

“If I could show you, or if I could develop an additional
revenue profit stream for you without increasing your
overhead would you be interested?”
Now what company would not be interested in this? So the
company emailed me back and said, “Of course, we are
interested.” So we set an appointment and I went to their
headquarters on Regent Street in Central London. There were four
people sitting at the table and the first thing they said to me was:
“Ok, Sohail, tell us how you can create an additional profit

stream or revenue stream for us without increasing our
overhead?”
I said, “Look, it is simple. It's called a joint venture.” I asked
them how many people they had in their database and learned
they had about 150,000 IT professionals. However, because they
were a recruitment firm, the only way they make money is by
placing IT professionals, which they were not doing as a result of
the downturn in the economy. So I told them, that I had a
website through which we were selling computer training courses.
Certain that IT professionals would be interested in purchasing
these courses, I proposed that if they would endorse my courses to
their database, I would pay them a percentage of every manual
that we sell.
I also learned that they were sending a periodic newsletter
to their list of IT Professionals, in which they were simply
announcing available job openings. Since this was costing them
money, I said, all you've got to do is put a banner in your
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newsletter with a link to our website, and I offered to set
everything up for them. I created an affiliate tracking program that
allowed us to see how many people are actually clicking though
the website and buying. Essentially, all they had to do was send
out their newsletter to their list, and we would send them a check
for a percentage of sales made. As a result, in the first year, we
generated around £75,000. In our second year with this one joint
venture our sales shot up from £70,000 to just under £300,000.
This was my first taste of joint ventures and I was hooked.

Hello E-Learning
However, in 2002 the whole landscape changed. We were
selling PDF based courses and we wanted to get into the
corporate market and do bigger business. The only problem is
that our competitors had begun selling video based training. It
was called E-learning back in those days. We did some research
and found out that to produce one hour of E-learning instruction
cost about $10,000. We did not have the investment to convert
our 150 courses into video, so again I turned back to Jay Abraham's
book, and found this miracle called licensing.
With licensing, you acquire the rights to something that's
already proven without a huge up-front investment and you can
make money. So I went onto Google again, looked around and I
found a company in America that offered video training courses. I
contacted them and I said, “We're really interested in supplying
your content in the UK. We would like to have your content
“branded” (which is also known as white-labeling, or private label
rights, PLR). They came back and said, “Yes, sure we can do that
but it's going to cost you $100,000 for a license”.
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I did not want to pay $100,000 and since I'm really good at
leveraging most things, I jumped on a plane with $10,000 and I
flew to Clearwater, FL to meet with this company whose CEO was
a very successful female entrepreneur. The company had won
many awards in their industry. I still remember sitting in her office
waiting for her to come out of a meeting, and she had this
beautiful, boardroom table made out of walnut, and a matching
bookcase. I was looking at all the books and saw she had books
from some of the best marketers in the world, like Dan Kennedy,
and then there was a book that jumped out at me. It was the
book that got me started, “Getting Everything You Can Out of All

You've
Got.” Wow! I just knew she would understand when I start talking
about joint ventures!
She came in to meet with me and I managed to convince
her that I would make her more than $100,000 within a short
space of time if she gave me access and allowed me to white
label her content. I said, “I'm willing to place a minimum order
every month with you, which was $10,000.” So I gave her up front
$10,000 and now my company had access to over 165, 170 titles,
without spending $100,000. So with that $10,000 investment we
made close to 1.2 million that year in our company. It's a
phenomenal return, isn't it, on an investment?
Fast forward to 2006, this was where the story gets
interesting. I was reading an article in the Sunday Times, about the
fastest 100 growing companies in any specific industry. I came
across a company that was valued at £100 million, (about $160
million U.S.), and they had over 500,000 customers. They sold IT
hardware and software. I thought to myself, this would be an
amazing company to joint venture with to supply their customers
with computer training. So I contacted this company using my
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same proposal, “If I could produce and additional revenue stream

or profit stream for you without increasing your overhead, would
you be interested?”
I received an invitation to meet with the CEO and the
Chairman, a father and son team. They had a beautiful penthouse
office with panoramic views at the top of a modern high rise
building made of glass. As soon as the CEO and the Chairman sat
down, I began my pitch. I started talking about some of the stuff
that my company had done with joint ventures and the successes
we'd had. After about 10 or 15 minutes into my pitch, the
Chairman stopped me and said, “Look, to be honest with you we're
not really interested in doing a joint venture with you.” I became
confused and thought, “Ok, strange, why did they call me here?”
Then I thought, “You know what? At least I got my foot in the
door,” so I got up and prepared to leave when the CEO stood up
and said, “We're actually interested, Sohail, in buying your
business”.
I was in shock. This was a company worth 100 million or
more, and back in 2006 they were just acquiring other companies.
They had a strong balance sheet, cash in the bank and they were
just buying companies. At the time, I had two business partners so
I couldn't make a decision on the day, but in hindsight, oh how I
wish I had.
So, I returned to my business partners and said, “They're
interested in buying the business, what do you want to do?”
Because we were a corporate based training company and they
were consumer based company, they wanted to acquire our
business as a bolt on so they could get into the corporate market.
Because we knew our business very well, we decided not to sell
completely, but instead, we sold a majority stake for part cash and
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part equity. The stake basically valued our company at £10 million
($16 million U.S.), and we all became multimillionaires.
It was an amazing time. I had achieved everything I wanted
in life. I had a beautiful 10 bedroom Georgian mansion that I lived
in, I had a Ferrari, and a Porsche in the driveway. In 2007 we
doubled the business. I stepped down as managing director and I
doubled the business because instead of working in the business I
was now working on the business. Life was good…it was very good!

Left...
... or
Exit Stage Left
or Is It Right?
Having stepped down as managing director I was
preparing to exit. I was going to cash in my shares and take my
laptop and chill out on some desert island somewhere. That was
the plan. And then… it was 2008, you may remember something
called the recession.
The 100 million IT company which had been around for 25
years went bust. Because we were Directors of the new division,
we had signed personal guarantees with the bank. There was a
couple of million pounds worth of debt, which the bank was
looking for us to pay. I ended up selling everything. I ended up
selling the house I lived in and my cars, I had to liquidate most of
my assets and negotiate with the bank and ended up basically
going from multimillionaire to totally broke. I lost my business, I
lost everything.
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It was a depressing time, even more so because now I had
to move back home with my parents. I was in survival mode. I had
the multimillionaire lifestyle. I had bills that still needed paying
but I had no income. Many of my friends around the area where I
grew up had stayed in their jobs and they had their houses and
they had their cars. Some of my friends said to me, “You know
what? You should have stayed in your job as an accountant”. I was
like, “Oh god dude, don't need to hear that. I need a bit more
encouragement!” So with the little savings that I had left, I
decided to go on a spiritual retreat.
I thought to myself, “You know what, I've been successful,
I’ve made loads of money, I've lived the multimillionaire lifestyle
but what do I do now?” I considered doing volunteer work or
moving abroad to do something different, and then it hit me. After
being away for a couple of weeks I came to a conclusion. I said
“You know what, I'm an entrepreneur”, and the thing is, once an
entrepreneur, always an entrepreneur, So I decided to get myself
ready for my next challenge.
I still remember that day. I came home and my mother sat
me down and asked, “Are you ok? What are you going to do now
in your life?” She said, “Look, your success is in your head. It's not
always determined by your wallet, your bank balance, or by having
a Ferrari; It's in your head. If you've been successful once there's no
reason why you can't create that success again”.
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It was now nearing 2009 and after attending numerous
seminars where I was taught how to make 12 million dollars in 12
months, and another which taught 12 million dollars in 12 weeks,
and another which taught 12 million dollars in 12 days, and yet
another which taught 12 million dollars in 12 seconds, I found I was
still broke. I had to slap myself and I said, “Get out of this. I know
I'm in survival mode but what is it that I've done in my life that's
been successful that I can do again?” and it hit me. It was like,
“Dude, you started a company with nothing and you grew it to
eight figures doing joint ventures,” so I thought, “You know what,
joint ventures, I can go out and do some joint ventures and get
back on my feet”. So I set myself a challenge to make a million
pounds in 12 months with joint ventures. It did not take 12
months…it took 30 days.
I was reading the newspaper we have here in the UK and I
came across a one page ad for a book called, How to Use your PC
in 2 Hours, and it was aimed at the silver surfer market, which in
America they call it the baby boomer market. It wasn't so much
the book that was of interest. At the bottom of the ad it said, “Over
400,000 copies sold”, so I thought to myself, “Wow, 400,000
copies, now there's an opportunity. So I contacted the company
and said, “Look, you've sold 400,000 copies of this book, I ordered
a copy for my uncle and the thing is he's a visual learner. He's
more used to audio and video. Do you have a video version of this
book”? They said, “No”. I said, “Well I have a video version,
(remember I have a background in video training). I have a video
training course that covers all this. Would you be interested in upselling this to your existing customers who have bought the book
and they said, “Yes, definitely, could you send it into us”. But here's
the thing. I did not have the actual product, I just pitched the idea.
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As it turned out, the company really wanted to see a copy
of my video course, so I went Elance.com. It's where you can find
freelancers to do work for you and I put up a project to turn a
book into a video course. I ended up paying $500 for a course
based on the book “How to Use Your PC in Two Hours.”
I
delivered the DVD to the company and they loved it. But that’s
not the good part.
The good part is the company had sold 400,000 copies of
the book. However, they had a subscriber list of 4.2 million people.
That’s how I went from zero to four million customers in 30 days,

Author’s Note:
As this book was being written, Sohail was given an offer he could not refuse
and he sold the training division of his Joint Venture consultancy for 8 figures!
Now he has even more time to invest in his wife and children, and as a member
of the Sonoma JV Partners Advisory Board.
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Chapter 3 –
The Art and Science
of Joint Ventures

“Perfection is not the absence of imperfection,

it’s the absence of judgment.”
- Steve Gallegos
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Formulating and utilizing joint ventures as a business
strategy is both and art and science. It is the ultimate business
union where two unique, yet complementary companies can join
forces and both come out ahead. It is one of the most powerful
business strategies in the world.
However, when we think of the creative process, we
generally associate it with the Arts such as music, singing, dancing,
cooking, painting, and architecture. Most of us would not
immediately associate creativity with business; however, it is here
in the business arena where we find some of the most creative
minds in the world. Just ask any entrepreneur who has ever
launched and financed a successful business by working multiple
jobs and eating three square meals of peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches.
One area of business where creativity abounds is in the area
of marketing and promotions. While some team members (usually
the graphic designers, artists, and copywriters), may consider that
the purpose of their work is to win contests and awards, or to be
ranked as the most clever in their industry; the astute business
owner knows that the primary function of every business is
marketing. It’s not innovation, or manufacturing, or distribution. It’s
not making money, improving people’s lives, or saving the planet.
The primary function of every business is marketing.
The purpose of all marketing efforts is to capture people’s
attention and either make them aware of something, or
encourage them to do something, in most cases…to buy
something. Because it is through sales, and only through sales,
that a business will grow and generate profits. It is only when
profits are made that companies can expand to offer their
products and services to a broader consumer audience, create
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new products and services, and to employ more people. This is
how lifestyles are created.
When it comes to marketing, vast fortunes are invested
trying to identify and connect with your target audience, trying to
come up with the right message for that audience, and trying to
get the message in front of the largest segment of that target
audience at any particular point in time.
Marketing experts earn untold sums of money offering
programs, strategies, and tactics aimed at helping businesses
develop an appropriate and effective marketing program. Sadly, it
is usually the marketing “expert” who ends up getting richer while
the business owner gets poorer. The reason is because there is no
one size fits all when it comes to marketing. There is no simple
and effective approach that works well for every business.
Therefore, a substantial amount of time and money has to be
spent on “testing,” to see what works.
There is nothing more frustrating than to receive a proposal
from a marketing “expert” to create a marketing plan for let’s say
$100,000 and when asked if the proposed plan will produce the
desired results, they respond with “I don’t know, we will have to do
some testing and see.” Can you imagine building a custom home
on the coast of Florida and asking the builder if the home will
withstand the violent winds usually associated with a hurricane,
only for him to respond…“I’m not sure, we will have to test it and
see?” Hey! You’re the expert, this is what you do!
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Yes, I get that marketing is more of an art than it is a
science. It requires creativity and continuing adjustments to find
what works. Then, once you think you have it right, the
marketplace changes; your competition has caught on and is now
duplicating what you are doing, and your consumer’s tastes have
changed. With all of the time, energy, and financial investment
that you put into your branding and marketing, you would think
there would come a point in time when you can set it on autopilot and let the sales come flooding in. But the sad fact is that the
point in time does not exist.
So, if you are a small to medium sized business owner
without the mega-billions or even millions to spend on marketing
and advertising, what are you to do? How do you compete in
today’s globally connected and marketing saturated society?

How to Succeed with Joint Ventures
A joint venture, also known as a JV or strategic alliance, is an
art because there is unlimited number of businesses and
unlimited ways that you can partner with other companies to
both promote your products or services to your respective
audiences. It is a science because there is an exact formula that
you can use over and over again to sell more products, more
services, increase your audience size, and increase your business
profits. Once you learn this formula, you can literally implement it
all over the world and you can expect certain results.
So where do we begin? How can you and your company
begin to benefit from strategic alliances? How do you move away
from the traditional and expensive forms of marketing and
advertising with its myriad rules and structure and move into the
flow of creating strategic alliances instead? The answers to these
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questions are so simple to understand, but sadly, many business
owners will fail to implement the process. Why, because we have
been programmed to believe that business is not supposed to be
easy. Sales and marketing are supposed to be difficult,
challenging, and expensive.
Well, if you are one of the savvy business owners who are
tired of spending good money testing marketing copy, font sizes,
colors, and positioning of your images, you are going to love what
we are going to share with you next.

What is a Joint Venture?
In the context of this book, a joint venture is the formation
of a strategic relationship between two or more businesses which
results in increased benefit. This benefit is usually in the form of
increased profits which are then shared between the participating
partners. However, the benefit can also be an increase in brand
awareness, an increase in audience size, a gateway into a new
market, lowering of costs, consolidation of processes, and the list
goes on depending on what you want to achieve.
The most common type of joint venture looks like this. Your
company wants to increase sales of its products or services, and
you partner with another company with a complimentary product
or service who has a list of customers which may also be
interested in your products/service.
For example, let’s say that you are a flooring contractor and
you want more targeted customers, without having to spend half
of your annual revenue on advertising and marketing. Using the
strategies in this book, or, using the services of a joint venture
broker (like Sonoma JV Partners), you partner up with a residential
painting contractor that has a large list of customers. Because
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people who paint their homes may also be interested in installing
new flooring, this is an ideal partnership. So, you formulate the
relationship with the owner of the painting service, they send an
email or newsletter introducing you to their customers, and when
those customers do business with you, you share a percentage of
those new revenues with the painting contractor. And if the
introduction was made by a joint venture broker, the broker also
get a percentage share of the profits.

What a Joint Venture is Not
It’s important to realize that while the objective (the final
result), of the joint venture is for sales to occur and profits to be
generated and shared; your joint venture partner is NOT your
salesperson. Indeed, neither is your joint venture broker. In other
words, you should not expect your joint venture partner (the
painting contractor in our example), to create your offer, write your
ad copy, perform customer outreach, follow-up on leads, handle
customer service, or close the sales for you. Indeed, the only
function of your joint venture partner is to take the information
that you provide and distribute that to its list. Once the customers
contact you, it is up to you, or your designated sales team, to close
the sale and deliver the product or service. You should not expect
that your JV partner will invest any money to promote you to their
list.
A JV broker’s primary function is to source and make
introductions between complimentary businesses. Their value
rests in their existing relationships, or in their ability to source and
cultivate new relationships. The broker will facilitate the formation
of the relationship between you and the other business. Quite
often this will reduce the time frame that it would otherwise take
you to gain an introduction to your target JV partner, and develop
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that relationship to the point where they know and trust you
enough to want to do a deal with you. In many cases we, the
authors of this book, can collapse the timeline from introduction
to formation of a strategic relationship from several months to
several minutes. In this business of joint ventures it’s all about the

power of relationships.
The broker’s job is not to close the deal between you and
your target JV partner. They simply provide the introduction and
facilitate the first meeting via phone or in person. Beyond that, the
broker may prompt one side or the other to follow up with the
other, to provide proper documentation etc. However, it is up to
you to ultimately seal the deal and make things happen. This is
kind of like getting set up on a date. The broker can make sure the
guy or gal of your dreams meets you at the appointed time and
place, however, what you say on that date, whether you make it
past the first date, or whether you ultimately get married is on you.
From time to time, the broker will have other skills which
can be a value add for you. Sometimes the JV broker can help to
develop your sales and marketing plan, copywriting, or sales
funnel. The broker can help you identify underutilized assets that
can be leveraged via strategic partnering, and can often give you
business guidance to make you more attractive to a potential JV
partner. This is what we call being “JV ready,” and we have

included
ded an assessment at the end of this book that will help
inclu
you determine if you are JV ready. The broker can also train you
and your team on how to structure and manage your own joint
venture program. Most of these additional services are provided on
a fee basis, or a monthly retainer, and these should be a part of
your discussion with your broker.
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Becoming a n Art
Artful
ful JV Scientist
To become a master at the art and science of joint ventures
there are five general steps to follow:

Step One: Be “Others” Focused / Be a Problem Solver / Be Fair / Be
Generous
Before implementing a joint venture strategy for your
business I encourage you to let go of any “me against them”
mentality which may exist. This is a crucial component to your
success in joint ventures. This sets the stage for your success and
ongoing relationships.
Stop thinking about what you can get from the other
person, and instead, think about what you can offer to them. Joint
ventures are one area where being fair and generous will
ultimately lead to great satisfaction and success.
When you come to the table ready to meet the needs of
others, solve their problems and further their mission, they will
jump at the chance to work with you. In exchange, they will feel
an obligation to do the same for you and your company. And this
won’t just happen once. They’ll want to do it over and over again.
The reason for this is the law of reciprocity. This law states that
when we do something good and give something of value to
others, they will naturally want to do the same for you.
When you lead with value, you’ll gain a reputation in your
industry of being a business owner who is honest, has integrity,
and is a pleasure to do business with. If you take this approach,
soon you will have multiple companies coming to you to partner
and help you grow your business.
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Step Two: Be Curious
This is the phase where you get to play. You get to be
inquisitive. You get to be a detective.
Your curiosity should lead you to want to identify the
problem areas and desires of your strategic partner. What do they
want? What do they need now, and will these needs change
throughout the year? What are they struggling with? Where are
the gaps that you may be able to help them with?
Be very specific with your questions and more importantly,
truly listen to your partners’ answers to these key questions.
Knowing this information helps position what you have to offer in
the most favorable light and it also gives you added bargaining
power later on in the process.
If you don’t understand what their most pressing problems
are, what their biggest goals are, where they are stuck, and the
opportunities they are focused on, you will be unable to add value.
Knowing what is important to the other side helps you
understand what to offer them also the kinds of things you can
ask in return.
This is where you start to get a feel for the personality and
preferences of your strategic partner. Different people like to do
business in different ways. This phase helps you to paint a picture
of what your partner’s personality and business style is. Being able
to understand and interact with your partner in a manner that
they understand and appreciate is all part of the art of doing joint
ventures.
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In this phase you are the artist preparing your canvas to
paint your masterpiece. You gather all the different colors of paint,
and the various brushes that you plan to use, and you start to
mentally visualize the different strokes and techniques that you
will use to add character to your painting and create something of
value and beauty.

Step Three: Be Prepared To Slow Dance / Be Creative
Remember when you first met the love of your life?
Chances are that you did not approach him or her with an offer of
marriage before your first date. Even after your first date, it
probably took you some time before you “popped” the important
question like… “Hey, so what’s your name?” (Hahahaha, we’re just
kidding!). This same approach holds true for joint ventures.
While you may see the opportunity for a joint venture soon
after meeting another business owner, rarely will you be able to
form a JV on the spot. There is a period of “getting to know you,”
which must take place before you even begin the negotiation
phase. Now, if you already have a long standing relationship with

your JV prospect, and there is a level of trust and respect for the
other, feel free to move into JV land as soon as possible.

When you do begin discussing the idea of a joint venture,
do your best to recognize that your partner’s needs are as
important to them as your needs are to you. Many business
owners incorrectly approach this step with the belief that they
must get their needs met at all costs, or the deal is no good. This is
not so with joint ventures.
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Remember, the entire reason for creating a joint venture is
so that you and your prospective partner can leverage each other’s
assets. Meaning, if you have a product or service which can
benefit from a new or larger distribution channel, and your partner
has an audience that might want your product or service, this is a
match made in heaven. And like all heavenly matches, the
relationship must be established and then nurtured with care.
It is also important to recognize there is more than one way
to get your desired outcome. Allow your creative juices to flow.
Think outside the box. Actually, throw the darn box away. Don’t
limit yourself. This is where you create your masterpiece full of
vibrant colors and beautiful brush strokes. In the joint venture
world crazy things can and do happen on a regular basis. So have
a “big ask” and be eager to receive a “big ask,” in return.

Step Four: Be Clear / Get It in Writing
This is the phase where you start to agree upon and
commit to the different aspects of your deal.
If we were to approach a joint venture deal like we are
creating a painting, Step Three above, would constitute the base
watercolor background layer. In this Step Four, you will now paint
the main elements such as buildings, trees, mountains, and or
people onto the canvas. Now your creation begins to take shape
and definition.
In this phase we begin to solidify the elements of the deal
and define each party’s responsibilities. This is also where you
decide on the timing and specific nuances of your joint venture,
and clarify any remaining items.
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Ensure that you clearly articulate the elements of your
agreement and finalize any small details that are needed. Then it’s
time to put everything in writing.
While you may think a written agreement is unnecessary, or
that because you and your JV partner are known for making
handshake deals you do not need a written agreement, I can
assure this is not the case.
If I learned anything during my years as a Board Certified
Civil Trial Lawyer, it’s that (1) money changes people, and (2) once
the honeymoon is over, people tend to forget what they promised
to do before the honeymoon. Yes, there’s a reason why lawyers
make so much money…and if you do not get your JV agreement in
writing, you very well may find yourself contributing to your
lawyer’s retirement fund.
Consider the written agreement as the framing of your
masterpiece, and a place where the artists will display their
signatures on the canvas. The creation of your masterpiece is now
complete.

Step Five: Honor Your Word / Be Outcome Focused
Now that the agreement has been signed the real work
begins. For a joint venture to succeed and deliver a long term
benefit to both parties, each side must honor their commitments
and take immediate action on the items that you each agreed to
carry out.
During this, the implementation phase, you must become
fiercely focused on the outcome. This is where your true value as a
strategic partner will become evident.
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Delivering on what you promise will elevate your reputation
in the industry, and it will make you a more desirable strategic
partner for future deals, and by other potential partners.
So there you have the steps to mastering the Art and
Science of Joint Ventures. As you can see, while there is a formula
(the science), there is so much room for creativity and flexibility
(the art), which does not exist in traditional forms of marketing
your business.
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Chapter 4 –
Million Dollar
Partnering

“Receiving is the foundation for giving.”
- Steve Gallegos
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A joint venture is an arrangement of mutual benefit
between two (or more) people, businesses or companies which
have complementary resources or assets which can be leveraged.
Some refer to them as “tie-ins,” “collaborative marketing,” “strategic
alliances,” “endorsement marketing,” “hidden asset marketing,”
“reciprocal marketing,” or “fusion marketing.” Regardless, all these
terms essentially refer to the same thing and, if you just look
around, you’ll see many examples there in the world. For example,
when you see a commercial for McDonald’s you almost always see
a pitch for Coca-Cola.
When we refer to resources or assets, we are referring to
products, services, machinery, equipment, buildings, unused
capacity and or, a customer lists (or mailing lists) which may be
leveraged by the owner or whoever approaches the owner with a
joint venture proposal (which we will cover in a later chapter).
Joint Ventures may take a variety of forms. One of the most
common forms is when Business A (which has a large customer
list), agrees to include Business B’s brochure, sales letter in its next
customer mailing. In exchange for promoting or endorsing
Business B to its customer list, Business A will receive a flat fee, or
percentage of sales realized by Business B from the mailing.
We have also seen situations where Business B, which has
its own client list, will promote the products and service of
Business A. In this scenario, the companies can agree share their
respective earnings with the other, or, they can choose to call it
even if the new sales generated are about the same for each side.
Whether for a flat fee, a percentage of sales, or other
consideration, the result for both businesses is instant access to a
whole new influx of customers without the usual upfront expense
of advertising or market research.
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In a well structured joint venture everybody gains and
nobody loses. Joint ventures cut through and eliminate the top
heavy expense of finding large numbers of customers from
scratch. Best of all, you can eliminate the following processes
associated with typical sales campaigns:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market research
Advertising in print, television, radio, or web based media
Test Ads
Split testing
Unqualified clients
Spam complaints

When structured properly, joint ventures allow you to reach
your target market in one swoop by accessing and converting
someone else’s existing customers, into your own customers.

There’s
The
re’s Gold in Them There Hills
If we were to conduct a survey of business owners and ask
them to identify their most valuable business asset, most would
say it’s their infrastructure or inventory, others would say it’s their
intellectual property, others would say it’s their brand and
goodwill, some would say it’s their receivables, and some would
even say it’s their employees. Yes, these are all valuable elements
of a business; however, the most valuable asset of any business
and one which is listed on a company’s balance sheet is the
customer list, for without that, you have no business!
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Yet, it is startling that the majority of businesses make little
or no effort to create a customer list. For those of you that don’t
know, a customer list is a list of addresses and/or phone
numbers/email addresses of the people who have purchased a
product or service. This list…is a goldmine!
You have probably already been asked your name, address
and/or phone number while purchasing something in a store, or
you have been asked for your email address when shopping
online, or simply when visiting a particular website. That free
report or free gift that you received in exchange for providing your
email address is part of a process, or sales funnel which smart
business owners use to build their lists. Because by building their
lists, the business owner can then communicate with you to
provide other valuable information, and or to try and sell you other
things.
Smart business owners regularly send helpful information
to the customers on their lists, thus building a relationship with
them. And when they have a good relationship, it’s a lot easier to
get them to buy more.
Another thing which escapes most business owners is that

it can cost SIX TIMES AS MUCH to get a new customer than to
resell an existing buyer. And, it costs less and less every single
time a client buys from the same business again. Eventually, when
they buy from the same business enough, all of the money earned
is practically pure profit.
Are you beginning to understand why joint ventures are so
powerful? You get to use other people’s mailing lists (their most
valuable asset), without any upfront cost! Your new client
acquisition cost is ZERO.
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Look at this example. If you were to launch a sales
campaign through a typical advertising channel, let’s say a print
advertisement in a magazine, and you paid $1,000 dollars for that
advertisement which resulted in 10 new customers; your customer
acquisition cost is $100 per customer. Now if these customers
purchase something from you at $100 or less, you lost money on
the campaign. If each customer spent a sum greater than $100,
you must factor in all of your overhead expenses, not just the
advertising, before you can say you turned a profit.
Contrast the foregoing with a well structured joint venture.
You get together with Business B, which has a list of 1000
customers, and it sends your sales offer to its list. Now this is done
at no cost to you since Business B is already regularly
communicating with its list. Now, if the campaign results in 10
new customers, your cost of customer acquisition was zero!
Deduct from these new sales the amount of overhead and other
associated business expenses and you will see a much greater
profit that you now get to keep!
This is the true power of joint ventures—leveraging other
people’s resources and assets or even your own for a minimal or
sometimes even zero marketing investment upfront.
It is important that you learn about the many benefits of a
joint venture as only by knowing them will you realize their worth.
By learning the several advantages of joint ventures, you will have
the ability to structure them with efficiency as your words will
sound more credible if you actually believe in what you’re
promoting.
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The
Benefits
The Be
nefits of Joint V entures
Joint ventures allow you to compensate for your areas of
weakness. Your partners will provide the knowledge and the skills
that are needed in those areas. For example, you’re great with
product creation, but you’re rather at a loss when it comes to
marketing. Your partners in a joint venture will give you the
marketing push that you need.
Joint ventures will allow you to take advantage of the aid of
businesses with complementing skills and resources. This
exchange of stocks will result in a synergy that can propel all the
parties involved to the next level of success.
Joint ventures can boost your profits very quickly. Two
minds are always better than one. What’s more if you have three,
or five, or even ten working on the same project and wanting to
achieve the same ‘high level’ goals the results will be exceptional.
Joint ventures are less risky. This is because the hazards are
divided into the number of parties involved, each partner standing
to lose only the proportional share of the risks they have
undertaken.
Joint ventures offer great branding potential for FREE.
Joining a group of highly respected and established names in your
industry will allow your business to acquire some of their luster. If
you have a joint venture with Microsoft for example, you can
immediately see how such a JV partnership would do wonders for
how people perceive you and your business.
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Joint ventures can build lasting relationships with your
partners. Your relationship with them doesn’t have to end with the
joint venture. You can explore other opportunities with the same
people again if things go well the first time around.

Joint Ventures for Solopreneurs
Many solo entrepreneurs work from a home office. Their
only connections to the outside world are the internet, e-mail and
their telephone. Cold calling, “warm” calling and sending e-mails
may seem like the most obvious way to let people know about
them and to generate sales but, there’s another way that works
even better.
An alliance is usually an agreement between two
businesses whose services or products complement each other.
Each agrees to recommend the other’s services to their respective
clients and to pay a percentage to the other if the referral results
in paying work.
Let’s say you’re a marketing expert, but you don’t do public
relations. However, sometimes your clients require public relations
as part of their marketing strategy. You meet with several public
relations experts who specialize in different fields, but who don’t
offer your type of marketing services, and you form 3 alliances. A
10% commission is what you agree on for mutual referrals that
result in work. Now, both you and your alliance partners are more
“full service” providers.
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You can offer PR services to your clients and your partners
can offer marketing services to theirs through you. In addition, you
could add them as “partners” on your website, giving your
company the advantage and versatility of an expert team. It’s a
win–win situation.
A joint venture is formed when you not only have an
alliance but you come up with a strategy to find customers
together. Suppose you make custom window treatments. You
decide to speak to a local fabric shop that specializes in
upholstery and window fabric.
If you could be their exclusive referral for customers that
need someone to make their fabric into beautiful draperies, and
you are willing to pay them a commission for each referral, what
happens? They can say they now offer a new value-added service
to their customers, which may mean a customer chooses their
store above another. You have a steady source of customers. You
may even get them to display some of your draperies made with
their fabric in your store.
They agree to allow you to advertise in their store, perhaps
even offer a workshop, and you’ll recommend them exclusively to
your clients. You may even advertise together. The possibilities are
limitless.
There are numerous ways to put together alliances and
joint ventures. Thinking outside the box and being clear about
what benefits both parties would receive are essential. As always,
getting the agreement in writing is a good idea, as is being sure
the person you’re dealing with is honorable and reliable.
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Try to discover ALL the alliance possibilities that exist for
your business. Our custom window treatment business owner
above could also contact interior designers, furniture stores,
residential real estate agents, home builders, sales offices and
even paint stores. So, what are you waiting for? Start today by
doing the following:

─ Make a list of 5 prospective alliance partners.
─ Make a list of 5 ways the alliance would benefit your
prospect and you.

The Joint Venture Mindset
Having the right JV mindset is the most important element
of doing JVs. Without it, you’ll find doing JVs frustrating. With it,
you’ll enjoy the process and the fruits of your labor.
Mindset is very important in this business. If you don’t have
the mindset of success, then you’re destined to fail. Therefore you
need to understand the Law of Attraction, and utilize it to enable
your mind, body and spirit to work in harmony for attracting and
manifesting your desires and goals.
Everyone is capable of success if they put their mind to it,
believe in themselves and take action to make it happen—even
YOU! The Law of Attraction, when properly utilized, helps enable
you with the proper mindset and strategies you require.
Visualization is probably the best means of manifesting
something specific using the Law of Attraction. In general,
however, you may wish to generate a type of energy around
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yourself to continually be attracting certain energies that will serve
you. For example, using affirmations can be very effective.
If you want to attract the energy of opportunity, then you
could use an affirmation such as “I am the right person, in the right

place, at the right time, doing the right things, with the right
people!” This is a great affirmation for manifesting beneficial joint
ventures and joint venture partners and is one that I constantly
use whenever I speak on stage or at my training programs and
retreats.
If you want to attract joint venture opportunities
specifically, you could use an affirmation such as “I am aware of

and open to unlimited joint venture opportunities, I am involved
in the best ‘high-level’ joint venture opportunities”.
When you start doing joint ventures, it is vitally important
you start seeing yourself as someone who is on a mission to add
value. You want to help others. You know exactly what your
partners need. You know exactly what would be of benefit to their
clients and you make it happen.
If you want them to feel something, you must feel it first. If
you want them to see you as an expert, you must first see yourself
as an expert.
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Chapter 5 –
Choosing Your Ideal
JV Partner

“If at first you don’t succeed, Skydiving is not for you.”
- Anonymous
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When looking for JV partners, it’s important that you find
people who are both willing to partner with another company—
and who have the resources to actually make you money. It’s that
simple.
Your potential partner has to be LASER-TARGETED to your
audience (your product or your audience base). If this isn’t the
case, then forget it.
Your potential partner MUST have an incredibly active,
trusting and money-spending customer base or contact list. There
are many entities with large numbers of people on their lists.
However, unless the list is “active,” meaning the list owner
communicates and engages with them on a consistent basis, any
efforts to promote your product or service to this list will be
received as spam. Although you want a partner with a large
audience, you want it to be a large and responsive audience.
Your potential partner MUST be upstanding and have a
perfect track-record. Ask for references and “Google” them and
their products to check out their reputation online. The odd
complaint here and there is to be expected, but if it seems to be a
chronic problem, then steer clear of that company or individual as
a partner, because their reputation will also become associated
with you.
Recently, while representing a client with a high converting
personal development training program, we found a company in
the personal development space which boasted several hundred
thousand unique visitors to their website on a monthly basis.
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During our due diligence phase, we discovered that one
reason the company had so much traction is because they have
many guest bloggers who write articles designed to “pitch”
products rather than articles which educate and inform the
consumer.
As a result, many of the links associated with these blog
articles will direct a reader to websites selling adult oriented
products and services, to horoscope charts and reports, and to a
variety of similar products and services, Because our client has a
stellar reputation for providing high value, we were unwilling to
partner them with this particular website owner.

Evaluating Your Ideal JV Partners
Go BIG. Contact the big, wealthy and ‘intimidating’ companies
in your niche first. They are, in most cases, much more open to
discussing partnerships because they realize that they can easily
add to their bottom line by leveraging your product instead of
having to research and develop their own.
Look for companies that actually rent their list of qualified
buyers or allow targeted third-party offers to their buyers. These
are the best types of partners as they understand the concept of
creative marketing and would be willing to accept joint venture
proposals.
Who do you know? Do you have any industry contacts already
(on a ‘first-name basis’) that you can leverage in your niche? They
don’t have to be the CEO or MD, or even someone in a ‘decision
making’ role because you can get them to refer you to the key
players.
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These are the points you will need to convey to the partners
you are eyeing. Remember, success in the initial stages of doing a
joint venture is determined by two things:
•
•

How well you have established yourself prior to your offer;
and
How well you present yourself, together with your proposal,
for the joint venture.

We will discuss these items in greater detail in subsequent
chapters but for now, suffice it to say that the second factor can
only be achieved if you know the exceptional benefits that can be
derived from engaging in a joint venture project. This will allow
you to present your joint venture proposal in a remarkable way
Again, your choice of JV partners for a particular project will
ultimately determine its success. If you choose highly competent
people for your joint venture there is little reason why it would fail.
As an example, let’s say you have a project which involves a
joint venture for promotional mileage. The partners you should
seek are those with sizable mailing lists and an expansive online
presence. You simply cannot get a JV partner with a mailing list of
10 subscribers and expect to get any worthwhile result from that
audience.
Additionally, all of your partners will want to achieve
something grand from the joint venture you’re proposing. They
simply cannot acquire what they’re expecting if you pair them up
with people who have less established businesses. This will ruin
your efforts and ultimately crumble your credibility as a JV broker
as well.
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In a nutshell, here are some basic questions you should ask
when you choose JV partners for a joint venture project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is he/she perfectly qualified for the joint venture you have in
mind?
What can he/she bring to the joint venture that will ensure
its success?
How trustworthy is he/she?
Are they willing to give his/her full commitment to the
success of the project?
How does he/she compare to other partners you are
considering? Is he/she at the same level of prominence?
How will your proposed joint venture partner benefit from
the project? Is this something that they want?
Is their business compatible with the project?
Is their business complementary to the other businesses
involved in the project?
Would this joint venture partner be the perfect jigsaw piece
to complete the puzzle?
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Chapter 6 –
Where to Find
JV Partners

“If you want to succeed, you must forge new paths.”
-John D. Rockefeller
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Regardless of the nature of your business offering, you will
no doubt have some friends and contacts within the same niche.
If their target market is similar to yours, these are the first people
you approach when looking for JV partners.
You will also want to find other business people within your
niche or complementary niches wherever similar target markets
are found. Contacting and building relationships with these
people, even your competitors (which is just one of a wide
assortment of marketing tactics used by JV brokers), will be of
great benefit to you when you can create some joint ventures to
involve them in.

Obvious
Let’s Not Overlook the Ob
vious
Existing Customer Lists
This is one of the best resources for making deals. Why?
Because your customers have already done business with you,
they know you, they know your business, and hopefully they like
and trust you as a result. Because of the trust that you have built
with them, they are more likely to follow your recommendation,
especially if you have only sold and endorsed quality products to
them.
Newsletter Directories
Newsletter directories are excellent places to find potential
partners. Approach these mailing list owners correctly and you will
have a very good chance of landing some extremely lucrative
deals. Since they send out their publications to their client lists on
a regular basis, they often have an excellent relationship with their
subscribers.
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The Oxbridge Directory of Newsletters is a good place to
identify owners of newsletters. This directory has about 75,000
newsletters to choose from at www.mediafinder.com. You can
either buy it or subscribe to the online service for 6 months or for
one year.
Another great resource for finding newsletter and owners is
Email Newsletter Publishing Strategies at www.new-lists.com.
Here, you’ll find the newsletter name, if you can advertise in or rent
the list, the contact information of the publisher, information
about the target audience, size of the mailing list, list rental info,
etc.
If you want to make JV deals in the UK, the best mailing list
directory is from a company called Hilite Direct Marketing Service,
which is run by Sohail’s good friend Mike Chantry, which has over
25 million names of qualified buyers under management and can
be found at www.hilitedms.co.uk.
Another directory is the Standard Rates and Data Services
(SRDS). The SRDS is a huge list of lists and can be found at
www.srds.com and will set you back a couple of hundred dollars
but it’s an invaluable resource for joint ventures. The UK alternative
is called BRAD and is available at www.bradinsight.co.uk
The great thing about these books is that the people or
businesses who list themselves in these directories do joint
ventures regularly—so you probably will not have to educate them
on the concept every single time.
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How do you form a JV with a list owner in the SRDS or
BRAD? It’s simple. If you have a client selling a seminar on how to
make more money in 30 days with financial trading, you look up
some lists on financial trading (or some other topic similar to the
subject of your seminar) and you offer the list owner a commission
in return for promoting the seminar to his or her list. That’s it. The
contact information is there.
Yellow Pages
Most business people listed in the Yellow Pages won’t know
about this concept, so you should be ready to educate them.
Nonetheless, this is a free and easy resource for finding
complementary businesses to form a JV with.
Seminars
Seminars are one of the most lucrative places for finding for
finding partners. You can meet and network with many serious
and motivated people. The higher the price for the seminar, the
more players you will meet. You generally will not find time
wasters at high priced seminars.
Regularly go to seminars in your field and you’ll probably be
meeting many potential partners, people who have products or
big mailing lists. In addition, you get to spend time with them,
thus getting to know them and having a better idea whether or
not they’d be a good partner.
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The Internet Is Your Friend
Google
Google is an amazing resource for joint ventures. With a few
tricks you can really narrow down your search results and find
great opportunities.
Search for keywords related to your niche or
complementary niches that share the same target market as you
using either www.google.com or www.google.co.uk. The best
partners who’ll give you the most marketing leverage will be high
traffic website owners, responsive list owners and those who have
complementary products and a large customer list.
Authors, experts and famous people can make great JV
partners for your product or service.
Here are some Google search tricks for getting better
targeted results:
•

Write a list of keywords that most closely match your
targeted market.

•

Take each keyword and do the following searches to find
suitable JV partners:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Search: keyword
Search: keyword + news
Search: keyword + newsletter
Search: keyword + blog
Search: keyword + book
Search: keyword + eBook
Search: keyword + ezine
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h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Search: keyword + forum
Search: keyword + faq
Search: keyword + conference
Search keyword + seminar
Search: keyword + review
Search: keyword + resource
Search: keyword + tips
Search: keyword +tutorial
Search: keyword +article

For each list of search results, you’ll want to visit the most
relevant sites to see if they look like they’d make suitable JV
partners.
If they seem suitable for you the next step is to check out
their site details at www.whois.domaintools.com and find out a bit
more about them such as Alexa ranking (which is a website stats
tool at www.alexa.com), whether they’ve been blacklisted, how
long they’ve been around, the number of visitors they get, as well
as the name and contact details of the owner of the website.
By the time you get through even your first keyword, you
should have plenty of potential JV partners to contact. Now place
them all on a checklist and rate them as either A or B.
Your “A” list includes the most ideal partners with the
largest most targeted lists, high traffic websites, and who offer a
relevant and complementary product or service.
Your “B” list includes those with a smaller and less engaged
list, but with a complementary product or service. What you
consider complementary depends, of course, on your particular
business. However, this is where you can be very creative.
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You’ll also want to contact the ‘Adwords’ text-link
advertisers (those listed as “Sponsored Ads” in Google for your
keywords), because they’re obviously getting traffic and many of
them will be experienced marketers because they need to be
skilled at optimizing sales conversions in order for PPC advertising
to be effective.
Advanced Google Strategies
This is how you’ll be able to find a boatload of additional
prospects that you would probably NEVER have found otherwise:
Run a search for your primary keyword(s) in this format:
•

Inurl:keyword

This will pull up every site that Google indexes with that
keyword in its domain name. For example, we just ran a search for
the word ‘health’ as a keyword and the search looked like this:
•

Inurl:health

The top ten results for that search are VERY different from
the top ten listed simply for just the word ‘health’
Note: You can also use the format allinurl:keyphrase to
search for more than one word, such as ‘health tips’, which would
look like this:
•

Allinurl:health tips

This search parameter is very powerful because by
searching for domains that use your target keywords, you’ll
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inevitably find many more potential JV partners than by simply
searching for pages with those keywords in their content.
Once you’ve identified the main ‘go to’ sites that cover your
target market, simply go over to Google’s advanced search tool
which is available at www.google.com/advanced_search?hl=en,
scroll down to the ‘Page Specific Search’ box and type in the URL
of one of the main ‘go to’ sites in your niche.
Let’s pretend that it’s ‘HealthFreeTips.com’
Google will then display all of the sites that it deems as
being ‘similar’ to that site in terms of content and importance. The
faster way to do this is by using the format ‘related:url’ on the
normal search page like:
Related: www.healthfreetips.com
Discussion Boards
Another great place to find associates is online discussion
boards or forums. You can communicate and build relationships
with other members, and then propose a deal.
•

www.JointVentureAcademy.org (this is a member’s forum

which is managed by Sohail)
•
•
•

www.JVBase.com
www.WarriorForum.com/warrior-joint-ventures/
http://v3.jvnotifypro.com/community_forums/
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Ezine Directories
Ezine directories are great places to find associates, if you
want to JV online. I’ve listed the best directory below. However,
just search ‘Ezine Directory’ in Google for more resources.
•

www.ezine-dir.com
Social Network Sites

Firstly www.LinkedIn.com is a good social network for
business professionals who want to be introduced to and
collaborate with other business professionals. Once you create an
account, enter keywords related to your target market into the
LinkedIn search engine to find potential JV partners.
Two of the most popular social networking services that
exist are Twitter and Facebook, which have made it easier to
search for and connect directly with the people with whom you
want to do business.
And, depending upon the niche that you are in, you’re likely
to find tons of social networks that are niche-specific at
www.Ning.com by using their “Search” feature in the upper right
corner of the site.
The mistake most people make when using social
networking to find JV partners is that they pitch their JV offer
immediately instead of first trying to establish a relationship with
their prospective partners. Social Networking is a pull strategy
(meaning you pull people towards you by building relationships)
rather than pushing yourself and your message onto people.
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Chapter 7 –
Making Contact
With Potential JV
Partners

“You’ve got a goal, I’ve got a goal.
Now all we need is a football team.”
- Groucho Marx
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When you sit down with potential partners and ask them
questions, it’s amazing to find that they are a lot richer in
resources than they think! They may have memberships, underutilized resources like parking spaces, homes, rooms, equipment
that isn’t being used, vending machines, inventory that they can’t
move, products they’ve started (or books they’ve written and not
published) and never finished, relationships, access, vehicles,
boats, aircraft, friends and information that can all be converted
into value and therefore into cash by YOU.
Someone else wants what you have! When you talk with
partner A and find that he wants what partner B has, you can do a
deal. Do a joint venture and sell him partner B’s stuff and make a
huge profit.
This all sounds great but approaching potential partners is
the most intimidating part of doing joint ventures.
The best strategy before contacting potential JV partners is
to build rapport. This seems obvious, but so many people simply
don’t bother building relationships.

Before You Contact a Potential JV Partner
Before you ask another business owner to become your
joint venture partner, offer to help them out with something.. Find
something about their business, their website, their ad copy—
whatever—that could use a little ‘help’. Make sure it’s something
that you actually have experience with, such as copywriting, etc.
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Do this without being insulting in any way and you will
have just made a new friend. Steve shares a story here of a
random guy who sent him the following private message on
Facebook:

“Hey Steve, how are you? I see that you are a great
speaker, but you do not have a great social media
presence. I can fix that ffor
or you, it’s what I do! Can I
better?””
recommend some tips that will help you get better?
Are you kidding me? In this day and age, with all of the best
sales techniques available for free on the internet, this is
how this person chose to make a connection? I was quite
surprised by his approach that I had to send this back to
him:

Goofball,, (name changed to protect his guilt), I see
Hey Goofball
you might be a good social media expert, but not so
good at making friends and influencing people. Can I
recommend a book that will help you get better?
In response to my message he replied “sure,” and then I sent
him a link to the Amazon order page for Dale Carnegie’s

“How to Win Friends and Influence People in the Digital
Age.” His response to that link was childish and oh so
primitive, so I channeled the Marine in me and swiftly sent
him on his way.
The point of this story is that in order to get someone to
want to do business with us, we must create a true friendship. This
friendship must be formed with a genuine desire to be of service,
and it must be nurtured with care. This is actually not hard at all to
do. All it takes is a bit of research to find out what the other
person may need, and the patience to let the relationship unfold.
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In the case of Goofball, all he had to do is say something
like: “Hey Steve, I see that you have a thriving speaking business,

and I’d love to help you get even greater results by a few simple
changes in your social media engagement. Please accept my gift
of this book (report/article or case study), which I wrote, that
contains strategies that you can put into action immediately to
magnify your efforts.“
Build on that friendship and keep on helping each other
out. When the time comes for you to bring up a proposal, they’ll
be all ears and 90% of the time, it’s going to happen.
One proven method to get people to like you is to
compliment them. The best way to do that is to buy their book,
sign up to their newsletter, and then send them an insightful and
genuine compliment about what they do. Flatter them without
going ‘over the top’. Become a ‘regular’ contact of theirs and build
on that. Then your ‘proposals’ will simply be an email asking a
question and not a structured ‘JV proposal’ and again 90% of the
time, it’s going to happen.
With the many social media channels available to us, it is
easy to deliver quality compliments, to a large numbers of
prospects without using too much of your time. Here are
examples of genuine things you can say that offer a compliment
without coming off as fake:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent advice Mary, thank you!
Thanks, Jim, for sharing this insightful article
I love this photo Jennifer, you rock!
You are a true expert, Gary, thanks!
You certainly have a passion for business, we can all learn
from you Rachel!
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Another excellent strategy for getting people to like you,
trust you, and want to do business with you is get them involved in
a project with you. Invent something to do that would include
them somehow. This could be ANYTHING! Come up with some
ideas and set it in motion. Make the benefits mutual, do the
‘project’ and then take it to the next level. Be creative. The whole
key is to understand that in most cases, just like a customer, the
relationship needs to be in place before they’re going to act. You
will find some partners that already know the JV game well, and
we can thank Sohail for this as he has been very busy the past few
years teaching his JV certification program with graduates from all
over the world.
Before making contact with a JV prospect, you may find it
helpful to write a script. Scripts are very useful and effective,
especially for those who do not feel comfortable speaking
contemporaneously. You should write down everything you are
going to say to your potential prospects to sell them on the
arrangement you have in mind.
Make a list of potential questions they will ask, and the best
way to do this is to place yourself in their position and imagine
someone is coming to you with a JV proposal. What would you
like to know about them? What would you like to know about the
deal?
This will get your ideas down on paper (or your computer
monitor) and you’ll be surprised at all the new ideas that you’ll add
to your script—ideas that may result in success instead of failure.
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The Best Ways to Contact JV P
Partners:
artners:

Email
Email is practical, easy and inexpensive. We have had a lot
of success using the Internet to deliver JV proposals. Email is a
great way to communicate with partners that you are already
have an existing relationship with.
If you do not have an existing relationship with them,
consider using another means of initial contact. This is because
business owners already receive a lot of emails, the majority of
which will not be read. That’s why you need to think and act
outside the box if you want to be really successful and try and
pique their interest.
Email should never be your initial point of contact with a JV
prospect. However, below are some other methods you will find
more effective.

FedEx or Overnight Delivery
This is the BEST way to contact your potential partners. It’s a
professional approach, and because it is rarely used, it will
definitely gain you the attention and curiosity of your prospect.
Because overnight deliveries are always opened, you will have
made it to the top of the list of those vying for your prospects
attention.
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What should you send in your overnight package? You can
send your joint venture proposal, along with a book, report, or
white paper or other item of value and which relates to the
proposed venture.
This is a sure fire way to get past the gatekeeper (personal
secretary, etc). Make sure the envelope is addressed to your joint
venture prospect by full name and mark it URGENT, Please Hand

Deliver.
Telephone
Some people are very good on the phone. If that is true in
your case, use it. You can also use the phone to follow up after you
send your proposal out. You should also get your partners on the
phone after they accept your deal.
However, most people seem to have a negative reaction
when they receive a cold call, and that reaction is likely going to
work against you. Therefore, always use the phone to follow-up
after you have warmed the prospect via email or overnight mail.
If you want to cold call, tell your potential partners in the
very beginning that it’ll take only a few minutes of their time. The
goal of your cold call should be to get an appointment and not try
and sell them.
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Build Your JV Network Continuously
JV deal making entails enjoining people to work on one
project and toward some common goals. The key component in
such a setup are people, more specifically, the people you know.
You must get to know the people you eventually deal with.
Being able to determine what they’re good at and where they
excel is a skill that a successful JV dealmaker must possess. You
will, after all, be the mastermind for the joint venture. You will be
introducing people to work together as a team for the fulfillment
of the JV deal.
The first step in becoming a good JV dealmaker is building
your network. The more people you get to know, the deeper your
pool will be when it is time to choose the members of the joint
venture you have in mind. Having already made the acquaintance
of the people you need beats having to look for people who
possess the criteria you require for a certain JV project.
JV dealmakers are also judged by the depth of their
network. Prospective partners trust you more if you are able to
present them with a sizeable list of people who are potentially up
to the task of joining in a joint venture.
It is important to note that every person you meet is a
potential joint venture partner!
It doesn’t matter if they are a previous customer or client of
yours, or a person you have met online, or a member of one of
your mailings, or someone you have done business with before -you must keep their contact details.
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Here are some guidelines you might want to follow to help you
establish excellent rapport with the would-be members of your
potential JV network:
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Learn how to address people with respect without losing
the intimacy of your approach. People need to feel
special. By being polite and treating them with good will,
they’ll be attracted to your warm personality and therefore
your JV project.
Try to master the art of remembering names. People
respond more when they are referred to by their name.
Always ask for their permission whenever you want to
keep their contact details. A simple “I hope you won’t
mind my keeping your email address so that I may contact
you when I receive some good news” will go a long, long
way to making people feel that their presence is valued.
Praise their achievements. People naturally gravitate to
individuals who know how to appreciate their efforts. Don’t
be afraid to give out compliments. Give credit where credit
is due.
Show some generosity. You don’t have to shower your
contacts with expensive gifts. Sometimes, a little greeting
out of nowhere will show people that you genuinely care
for them. They’ll most certainly return your generosity in
kind.
Building and maintaining relationships is the starting point
in establishing a network for your JV brokering campaign.
However, it is not enough to build a list of possible JV
partners. In these fast times, there’s always that danger that
they’ll forget about you after some months.
So, it is important that you remind them of your presence
from time to time.
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Here are some really effective ways that can help you
maintain your prominence in their minds:
•

•

•

Send free gifts every now and then. These may be some
products you’re offering to your mailing list or a few
samples from the latest joint venture deal you’re brokering.
Inform them of the latest news concerning the industry.
If you read something interesting in a magazine or on a
website somewhere, send them the link.
Offer to provide reviews or testimonials for their
products
products or services. Testimonials can help boost their
sales. Their prospects will tend to give more credibility to
the words of a satisfied party than the sales pitches of the
seller. By writing reviews, recommendations, or testimonials
for your contacts, they’ll feel indebted to you and they will
be eager for the next opportunity when they can repay
their debt of gratitude.

It would be wise, if not practical, to create a separate
mailing list for the members of your network. The mailing list
should not be used as a marketing vehicle for any products you
are selling but should exclusively include only your prospects for
joint ventures.
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Chapter 8 –
The Art of the
Question

“The basic rules of business are the same whatever it might be.

The basic requirement is common sense.”
-Sir Charles Clore
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After building rapport with your contacts you should ask
them some or all of the following questions, depending on the
potential arrangement, as well as your role as a possible JV broker
in the deal:
1.

Do You Have All The Names and Addresses of Your
Customers? Or Do You Have a Mailing List? If they don’t, you’ll
be limited in the types of joint ventures you can do with them.
Unless they have a good product or service you can use in
another JV deal, this prospect probably isn’t worth your time or
energy.
2. Is Your Mailing List Composed of Buyers or Visitors/Leads?
Buyers have always been (and always will be) more profitable
than leads. Knowing if there are some visitors in that list is
VERY important, as they have been known to complain about
spam/junk mail, even if they signed up to receive future
mailings.
3. Can You Accept Many More Clients (For Service Type
Businesses)? If so, how many? NOTE: Get a percentage as well
as an actual number. The answer to this question will give you
an idea of how to structure the deal/mailing. The reason is that
it is not to their advantage to have to give a percentage away
when they are already booked with customers paying full
price.
4. How Big Is Your Mailing List? If they don’t have enough
names, forget it. As a rule of thumb, bigger is better. However, if
you are selling a high-ticket product then this is not always the
case. I can give you plenty of examples of people who pull in 7
figures per year with mailing lists of less than 2,000 people, all
of them being high end buyers. Look for QUALITY here as
opposed to QUANTITY, but know what you are working with,
too.
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5. How Often Do You Contact Your Mailing List? Monthly to
weekly contact is excellent. Multiple times per day may hinder
your chances of reaching the maximum percentage of
prospects possible. (Note that for online marketers, it’s not
unusual to have daily contact, so don’t discount a list because
contact is frequent. However, more than once per day to once
every other day is usually excessive.)
6. Do They Buy From You Often And, If So, How Often (on
Average)? The more they buy, the better, because they are
used to spending money with the owner of the list. Customers
that buy often from, or follow the recommendation of, a list
owner are a very good sign because you know that they have a
good relationship.
7. What Is The Percentage of Clients Who Bought More Than
Once From You? Knowing the percentage of repeat buyers is
important. It gives you a good idea of the relationship the
prospect has with his customers, and tells you whether your
potential partner is a savvy marketer that has his best
customer’s best interest in mind.
8. When Was The Last Time They Bought Something
Something Similar
To What Is Offered In The JV? The sooner the better but it’s
better to wait at least 3 weeks after a mailing for a similar
product before sending yours out.
9. How Much Did They Pay Per Product On Average In The
Past? If your product or service is priced along those lines,
that’s great. If not, you have the choice of lowering your price
just for that one deal or dropping the deal altogether.
10. How Did They Pay? Try and copy their payment method, if you
think it was successful. If you’re selling something online, offer
both a credit card option and a PayPal option to drastically
increase sales.
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11. Do You Have a MoneyMoney -Back Guarantee? If So, How Long Is
It? If they don’t have a money back guarantee, they should.
Offering a guarantee is definitely a huge response modifier; in
other words, it boosts response. Never partner with anyone
who doesn’t offer a guarantee. (Note that there is a difference
between having a Refund Policy and a Guarantee. Many
businesses have a “No Refund” policy, but at the same time,
offer a guarantee based on results. This is a creative way of
increasing response while at the same time keeping refunds
low.)
12. What is Your Conversion Rate? The bigger the better. Is it high
enough that your efforts will be worthwhile?
13. Do You Have A BackBack-End In Place? If they do, you could try to
negotiate a percentage of those sales too. If they refuse, try to
get a larger piece of the pie on the front-end.
14. What Is The HighestHighest-Priced Product That You Have Tried
Selling To Your List? What kind of response did it get?
15. How Much Does Your Product/Service Retail For? What Is
The MarkMark-Up Or Profit Margin? If the mark-up is too small,
there will be little to split and your income will suffer.
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Chapter 9 Minimizing Your
Risk

“Our deeds determine us
as much as we determine our deeds.”
- George Eliot
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Not everybody has a good experience with their joint venture
partners, so here are a few pointers to help you avoid bad
potential joint venture partners and joint ventures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Have your partners sign a NonNon-Disclosure Agreement (or
Intellectual Property Rights Agreement) and have those
agreements in your possession before telling your partners
everything. Whether you have them sign something or not
beforehand depends on the deal and the people you’re
working with. If you don’t have a non-disclosure agreement,
have your lawyer write one for you. Just be sure to explain indepth what you need it for so he can draft a good one for you.
If you can’t afford to hire a lawyer, do a search for "free nondisclosure agreements" on Google. Save a few and then simply
tweak them to include everything you need.
Have them sign a Contract.
Include in your agreement,
agreement, the right to inspect their
shipping records, telephone records, etc to see if there is a
discrepancy between the two. For example, if they got many
clients calling to place orders, and they shipped considerably
fewer orders, something may be going on.
Never deal with people who seem to be dishonest. Always
listen to your intuition (the little inner-voice or feeling you have)
when you’re in contact with them. If you have a funny feeling
about them, even if it’s tiny, forget about it.
Screen your partners beforehand. If your partner lives in the
US, go to www.merlindata.com and if they live in the UK go to
www.creditgate.com; this is a service used by private
investigators. You can do background checks on all your
potential associates before dealing with them. Ask other
people in your field if they know them and what they think of
them.
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6. Work with people who have good track records, who are
known for their honesty and who have a lot of good
testimonials.
7. If you JV online, there is tracking software available and
other services that will track all the sales and you’ll know
exactly how many items were sold and what is owed to you.
8. If you’re doing JVs offline and you meet your partner in
person, you can bring a witness with you to the signing of the
Agreement.
9. Offer to pay for everything, the mailing of the letter and all
the other real and provable hard costs, then take those costs
out of the gross and divide the rest of the profits.
10. Go on their website and check for the following things: see
if they include their real names, phone number, mail address,
and other contact information. See if they have a privacy policy
and a seal from the Better Business Bureau (BBB) or other such
quality monitoring programs. Look them up after that to be
sure that they really are part of that program because some
people may just take a seal and put it on their site. Go on
www.bbb.org and do a search on their business. If they really
are a member of that organization, it’s a good sign.
11. Verify the domain and website ownership by going to Network
Solutions www.networksolutions.com/cgibin/whois/whois and
write their domain name in the search box to get their contact
info.
12. If you’re the endorser, you may be able to take the orders
yourself in order to: A. Calculate how many you have received
and thus how much is owed to you before sending them (fax
or e-mail or whatever ASAP) to the endorser so he can fulfill
them or, B. Take the orders, get the money, send the orders
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ASAP to the endorsee, and then pay the endorsee and the
broker (if there is one).

13. If you are the endorser, set the deal up so you can offer a
special bonus
bonus product/service to every paying customer.
Every time one of them buys something, they have to come
see you to get the bonus and that is how you can keep track of
the number of sales.
14. Use a respected third party affiliate tracking service like
ClickBank,
ClickBank, or any other service that has a good track record.
ClickBank will track your sales and then pay you and your
affiliates (JV partners) like clockwork.
15. Do a search on their name with Google. Doing this may bring
up some interesting information and I’m not only talking about
clues about the person’s background or work ethics. For
example, I just recently researched a marketer I wanted to
send a proposal to and you know what? I learned that he only
considers JV proposals from people that take the time to call
him. If I had contacted him by any other means, I would not
have been able to get his attention. Everybody has their rules,
and if you don’t take the time to find out what they are,
chances are you will get it ass-backwards and they won’t want
to play ball. Do you know what one of my rules is? NEVER call
me if we don’t know each other.
16. Only work with warm prospects.
prospects Cold prospects are not only
hard to convince to JV with you, they are also riskier partners,
as they may not think twice before taking you for a ride. Your
main focus should be to build relationships with people, and
then make them your offer. It takes longer, but is definitely
worth it if you are really afraid of being ripped off. What I said
previously about avoiding getting ripped off by list brokers also
applies here. If your cold prospect is a friend of one of your
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contacts, have your contact introduce you directly, or just
mention that your friend referred you to your prospect. If the
prospect values the relationship they have with your friend,
they will be especially careful. In other words, you’ll probably
be in good hands. If you find someone who has a great
reputation, they will probably be a good partner, even if they
are a cold prospect. If they make it a point to over deliver, and
have been known to bend over backwards to make people
happy then, in my opinion, they are almost as good as a warm
prospect.
17. Take things slowly with your partners at first and drop the
deal as soon as you discover that they aren’t as trustworthy as
you thought.
18. Talk about getting out before you get in. Everyone needs to
have a clear exit strategy before partnering with others. This
won’t prevent you from getting ripped off, but it will help in
somewhat minimizing the damage. You want to be able to get
out with only a few scratches, not after several big hits that
could knock you out and ruin you financially.
19. Don’t commit to anything longlong-term with cold prospects.
Let them know that you are ready to leave the deal at any time;
you want them to be careful with what they do, and you also
want them to understand if you want out. Ideally, if you are
dealing with a new partner, avoid JVs that you can’t easily get
out of—even if you do have an exit strategy.
20. Set up an escrow account with a bank. You then instruct the
bank to transfer X% of the profits into your special account.
21. Try to find someone who can recommend a good list broker
to you. Tell them you want to work with someone that they
often deal with (and that they have a good relationship with).
Then, when you contact the broker, you explain that their good
client referred you to them. Remember that they don’t know
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how close you are with their client (your friend) so they’ll most
likely think twice before ripping you off.
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Chapter 10 –
Brick and Mortar
Joint Ventures

“Talent is what you possess,
genius is what possesses you.”
-Malcolm Cowley
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Let’s look at some examples of offline joint ventures:

Offline JV Example One
Sarah sells Avon and her friend Amy owns a health spa for
women. Their two products are both geared towards women, or
more specifically, the beauty of women. Amy and Sarah see a way
to help each other out in their businesses. First Sarah leaves a
number of monthly catalogues for her Avon business at Amy’s spa.
She also provides Amy with samples of products that
women who visit a health spa would be interested in. Amy
supplies Sarah with discount cards and Sarah gives each of her
customers one of these discount cards which entitles them to a
free visit and a discount off their first year of membership.
Both women find that business has vastly increased and
both are happy with the arrangement. As a Deal Maker, can you
find two complementary businesses like this and set it all up? If so,
then you could take a percentage of the sales that Sarah makes of
her Avon products through Amy’s spa, and you can also make a
percentage of the sales that Amy makes from selling spa services
to Sarah’s Avon customers.
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Offline JV Example Two
Robert is a joint venture broker and approaches 25 different
businesses to get each one to offer him a sample or taste of their
business to give away. For example, Business 1 is an accountant
who gives Robert a coupon for a free consultation worth $200.
Business 2 offers samples of its products worth $50 and Business 3
offers a free single room carpet cleaning coupon. These valuable
coupons and samples come with the understanding that, if the
sample of free consultation or service results in business, Robert
gets paid an on-going commission on ALL resulting business for a
certain period of time. Robert is now armed with hundreds and
even thousands of pounds worth of coupons, gift certificates and
samples that didn’t cost him anything.
Robert now approaches different businesses and tells them
that if they gave him a list of inactive customers and he had a
proven way to ethically bribe them and entice them back to
reactivate these customers with his “Welcome Home” package
worth hundreds of pounds along with a proven scripted
marketing approach, would the businesses be prepared to pay
him a percentage of the on-going business, which they wouldn’t
have had, over the last one or two years? Not only does Robert get

a percentage of the reactivated customers but also a percentage
of the sales from ALL the businesses providing the coupons!
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Offline JV Example Three
Carol owns a flower shop, but her customers often ask for
specialty gift baskets. She doesn’t personally know anyone who
does gift baskets and decides that this is not something she wants
to take on herself. She needs someone who can do beautiful
specialty gift baskets. She does know someone who has done joint
venture deals in the past, so she contacts them and gets the name
of their joint venture broker. Carol contacts the broker and tells
the broker what she needs—to be able to supply her customers
with gift baskets when they request them. She expects, of course,
to keep some of the proceeds from the sale of the gift basket
herself. The broker contacts gift basket makers in Carol’s area and
finds one that agrees to work with Carol.
Now, when one of Carol’s customers asks if they do gift
baskets she can tell them yes. She takes the order, contacts the
gift basket maker, has her delivery person pick the basket up and
then has it delivered to the recipient. The gift basket maker is then
paid monthly for all gift baskets that have been done for Carol’s
customers and Carol makes a profit as well. The joint venture

broker gets paid their agreed percentage of the sales as well—
everyone is happy.
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Chapter 11 –
Internet Based Joint
Ventures

“In the online world, it’s not what you’ve got,
it’s when you’ve got it.”
-Jonathan Waldern
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Below are some examples of online joint ventures:

Online JV Example One
Albert has an e-book about arthritis and how it affects an
afflicted person’s daily life. Steve, who sells an herbal remedy for
arthritis, is found and contacted by Albert for a review of the ebook and a testimonial. Steve reads the book and sees that his
product ties in nicely with the content of the book. He talks with
Albert about a joint venture deal. Albert agrees to promote Steve’s
herbal remedy within the e-book in exchange for a commission
on the sale of the remedy. Neither of them has any good
marketing skills but Steve finds a joint venture broker who has
excellent online marketing skills.
The joint venture broker agrees to help make the joint
venture deal a success by marketing the e-book for a percentage
of the sales. All three of these people work together to make sure
that the JV deal is marketed in the best possible way. The joint
venture broker takes a percentage from the sales of the e-book
AND a percentage of the sales of the herbal remedy. Talk about a
win-win-win relationship!
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Online JV Example Two
John wants to build a membership website to help people learn
how to use their computers and the internet better. Unfortunately,
he doesn’t have the programming skills that will be necessary to
make the site do what he wants it to do. He talks to a friend who
recommends another person, a programmer named Heather.
Heather has the skills to make John’s website do whatever he
wants it to do, but her rates are high and John doesn’t have that
kind of money to spare.
John’s plan is to sell various affiliate products from the
website. In his quest for those affiliate-related products and
services, he meets Jake. Jake has created an online course for
people who need instruction on how to use the Internet
effectively. Some may see Jake as John’s competitor, but John
doesn’t see it that way; he may not have the programming skills
but he has marketing skills that are out of this world and John
doesn’t.
John approaches Jake, making the initial contact through
email. He tells Jake about his vision for his site and how he thinks
they can help each other out. They work out an arrangement.
John will include Jake’s course at a discounted rate to his website
subscribers and give Jonathan a percentage of the membership
fees to make up the difference in price for Jonathan’s product. The
two of them approach Heather. They work out an arrangement
with her as well, offering her a percentage of membership fees for
a specified period of time after the launch of the site.
They all sign formal agreements that lay out what each is
responsible for and how each member of the joint venture will be
compensated. Heather builds the site and it is remarkable. The
three of them go over Jonathan’s course and find additional
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related affiliate products to include in the course. John starts
promoting the site and everyone is very happy with the results. As

a deal maker, can you find three complementary businesses like
these and set it all up?

Online JV Example Three
Kenny is a consultant for start-up online businesses. He
helps those who want to start their own online business through
the entire start-up process, holding their hand all along the way. In
fact, he gets them through the entire first year, for a very large fee.
He is good at what he does and he is worth every penny, but
getting clients isn’t easy. He knows if he can partner with other
people he would get more business.
He contacts a joint venture broker and tells him what he
wants to accomplish. This particular joint venture broker knows
people who have huge mailing lists of people who want to start
their own businesses. He matches Kenny with these list owners
and starts setting up teleseminars for the list owners. Kenny will be
on each of these calls.
The list owners start sending out pre-sell letters to their lists
and people start registering for the calls. The pre-sells are all huge
successes and the call spots are all filled. Kenny goes on the calls
with each individual list owner and starts discussing how to go
about starting up an online business. He also explains what his
consultation services can do to help people just starting out. The
calls are very successful and all of his consultation spots are
quickly filled and there is now a waiting list.
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The list owners are all given a percentage of his fees and the
broker gets a percentage as well. The entire joint venture deal was
so successful that the joint venture broker contacts Kenny again
and suggests that he do another joint venture deal with the same
list owners to do a paid series of calls with the list subscribers.
Again, everyone enjoys success with each member of the joint
venture making a percentage of the call profits. The joint venture

broker was very successful in finding the appropriate list owners to
meet Kenny’s goals, and of course Kenny, the list owners, the
subscribers, that participated in the calls and the JV broker all
benefited.
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Chapter 12 –
JV Ideas to Get You
Started

“Twenty years from now, you will be more disappointed
by the things you didn’t do, than by the ones you did do.
- Mark Twain
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Here is a quick list of Joint Venture Ideas to get you started.
This is a list of symbiotic relationships that work, and if you will
notice carefully, they fit together neatly like a puzzle.
To develop your own ideas, all you need to ask is:

“What product or service do my customers purchase
purchasing
before and after pur
chasing the product or service of the
target partner?”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beautician / Tanning Studio / Hairdresser / Fashion
Boutique
Bookstore / College
Bridal Store / Photographer / Printer / Limousine Service /
Florist
Business Success Book Seller / Business Consultant /
Accountant
Camera Store / Travel Agent / Computer Store
Car Accessories / Car Dealership / Auto Insurance Broker
Car Detailer / Car Dealer / Car Body Shop / Car Wash
Chemist / Complementary Medicine Practitioners
Chiropractor / Health and Wellness Supplement Vendor
Computer Dealers / IT Support Companies
Construction Company / Architect / Interior Designer /
Landscapers
Children’s Clothing Store / Photographer / Toy Shop
Decorator / Carpenter / Builder / Plumber
Dry Cleaner / Fashion Boutique / Men’s Outfitters
Estate Agent / Security and Alarm Company
Farm Equipment / Fertilizer Company
Fashion Store / Jeweler
Photo Printing Service / Camera Store / Travel Agency
Florist / Funeral Director
Graphic Designer / Printer Graphic Design / Ad Agency
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gym / Bicycle Store / Martial Arts Instructor
Insurance Broker / Accountant
Italian Restaurant / Italy Travel Packages
Jeweler / Hotel / Hairdresser / Posh Restaurant
Landscaper / Garden Centre
Newsletter / Information or Book Products
Newsletter / Investment Service
Office Equipment / Office Supplies
Paint Contractor / Flooring Installer / Carpet Installer
Pet Boarding / Pet Groomer / Pet Products / Vet
Photographer / Bridal Wear / Jewelers /
Plumber / Builder / Electrician
Printer / Graphic Designer
Publishing Business / Software Business
Removals Company / Storage Facility / Relocation Adviser
Restaurant / Radio Station / Wine Retailer
Skin Care Product / Colleges and Universities
Software Business / Catalog Company
Solicitor / Financial Adviser / Accountant / Management
Consultant
Toy Shop / Entertainers / Clowns
Tree Surgeon / Firewood Vendor / Landscaper
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Chapter 13 Where Do You Go
From Here?

“When inspiration does not come to me,
I go half way to meet it.”
-Sigmund Freud
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Congratulations on reading this far. You have now been
exposed to some of the most powerful and effective techniques,
concepts and ideas available for succeeding in business.
But no matter how good these ideas are, just being
exposed to them is not enough. You must also do something with
them. In order for you to get the most value out of this material,
you might want to consider developing a step-by-step action plan.
An effective and results producing plan should consist of 5 areas:

Evaluation
Ideas are nothing more than ideas until they are put into
action. Once acted on, they have the potential to literally turn
around a struggling business, or help an already successful
business become even more dynamic and successful.
But before a person runs out and implements a newly
found idea, they should first take the time to evaluate their
operation to determine just what areas are most lacking and
could use the most attention.
You have the potential of making the most improvement in
your own business, if you will take the time to identify and work on
the area of greatest need, first.
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Research
Once you’ve identified your greatest needs and placed
them in priority order, you can begin to search out available
solutions. Be on an opportunity lookout. The material in this book
is just the beginning of the many places you can find good, usable,
and practical ideas.
Don’t turn any ideas away just because you think they
might not pertain to your business or the way you operate.
Capture them and then apply step number three.

Personalization
As you encounter new ideas, keep an open mind. Study
them. Analyze them. And think them through. Ask yourself if an
application can be made to your specific situation by simply
changing or modifying part of the concept or idea.
If a certain illustration uses a certain type of product or
service for the example, but you don’t sell that product or service,
a simple adjustment might be all that’s needed.
The material in the book is designed to illustrate concepts,
and only uses certain types of products as examples to make
various points.
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Implementation
Just as a membership in a health club won’t do its owner
any good unless he or she goes to the club and participates in the
exercise program, so too, with the information in this book.
It’s of no practical use unless it is implemented. It’s easy to
come up with good ideas and develop plans, but where most
people get bogged down is when it comes to putting them into
action. It’s not always easy, but if you’re going to truly be
successful, you must do whatever it takes to act on your plans.

Review
After you’ve worked with your new ideas for a period of
time, stop and evaluate how things are working. You may need to
make some adjustments so you can continue to see
improvement.
Sometimes, an idea you thought was great, doesn’t work
out at all. That’s okay, don’t continue using it. Just scrap it and
move on to something else.
On the other hand, if you find an idea that works well, see if
you can refine it, or “plus” it to make it even more effective.
That’s all there is to it. It sounds simple enough to say, but in
reality, there’s a lot to do. The plain and simple truth is that most
people will not take the time and effort to do the things we’ve just
discussed. That’s unfortunate on one hand, because they could be
even more successful than they are now.
On the other hand, their failure to take action is good for
you. Because if it’s you that does these things and not them, it will
be you who realizes the success.
Now you have the tools…GO FOR IT!
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About
Sonoma JV Partners

“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
-Walt Disney
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Sonoma JV Partners was formed for one purpose and one
purpose only:

To create profitable strategic relationships
between businesses and entrepreneurs
whose products and services improve the
lives of others and advance our society

We have invested over 3 decades in cultivating and
maintaining high quality relationships, and as a result, we are
highly selective in who we accept as a joint venture client.

Joint Venture Consulting Services
We offer joint venture consulting on a consultancy basis.
During this consultation period we perform a detailed study and
analysis of your company's current sales and marketing processes,
and provide guidance and new strategies for how to leverage
current resources and opportunities, and or to create new
opportunities.
The investment for our consultation service is only $7,500
for half day, or $12,000 for a full day. The full day service includes
hands-on training of your staff on how to source, execute, and
manage your joint ventures.
This consultation service is the preferred method for
companies desiring to manage and administer their own joint
venture program, which once trained, is easy to do.
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Joint Venture Broker Services
On the other hand, some companies desire that we
formulate and manage the joint venture process. This service is
done on a performance basis wherein, for new or reactivated sales
that flows from our efforts; our clients keep 50% of the new
revenues, and pay us the remaining 50% as a brokerage fee.
We want to make clear that not every company qualifies for
our performance based service. We require that the
product/service has been tested and proven, that sales funnels
and conversions are effective and in place, that the product or
service has a solid guarantee, and that the process for distribution
and product delivery is also tested and proven to be working.

How to Get Started
To get started, take advantage of our no-cost, no obligation
phone consultation during which we can talk about your product
or service, your objectives, and whether we are a good fit for each
other.
Visit www.sonomajvpartners,com and complete the on-line
JV Assessment that will give us a basic framework to begin our
discussions.
You may also email Alithia Gallegos, CEO, at:
Alithia@sonomajvpartners.com

Or you may email Steve Gallegos, President, at:

Steve@sonomajvpartners.com
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ALITHIA GALLEGOS
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Alithia was inspired to create Sonoma Joint
Venture Partners, after seeing a need in the
marketplace for a focused solution that
would allow businesses to generate more
sales and increase their audience while
reducing their up front costs.
Having led the marketing division and the
legal department for a multi-million dollar
tech startup in Dallas, TX, Alithia learned to negotiate deals with
partners and vendors (saving money, getting complimentary addons, expanding brand exposure, etc.). She is absolutely fascinated
with marketing and business strategy, and continuously looks for
ways to improve her skills while delivering over-the-top value for
her Clients.
Relying on her many years of experience and training Alithia is a
master at creating strategic relationships which create highimpact and high-results deals for a variety of companies,
especially those engaged in creating better humans and a better
world. According to Alithia:
“I love finding opportunities that allow you to increase profits and
sales without increasing overhead. Many business owners lose
sleep at night knowing there’s an audience for their product, but
not knowing how to connect with that audience. That’s where I
come in. I handle the negotiations, structure the deal, and
oversee the delivery and execution of the deal. Meanwhile, you
continue to do what you do best - run your business, and enjoy
what I like to refer to as “peaceful profits.”
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STEVE GALLEGOS, JD
Co-Founder and President
Steve is known as a Rule-Breaker and FunMaker because he thrives on finding
creative
solutions
to
achieve
the
impossible, and makes sure that everyone
involved has fun while achieving it.
Because of his success (and failure), in a
variety of careers which include serving as
a United States Marine NCO, Police Officer,
Singer-Songwriter and Recording Artist,
Board Certified Civil Trial Lawyer, Internet
Start-Up Founder, Commercial Photographer and Videographer,
Steve is equipped with a wide variety of tools and skills that he
draws upon to benefit others, and this is why he is regarded as

“America’s Ambassador on Success.”
He is also an International Speaker and Trainer, Emcee, BestSelling and Award Winning Author of the book titled: “How to Live

Remarkably: Proven Strategies to Solve Your Problems, Make
Better Decisions, and Eliminate Stress.” As a Personal Mastery
Strategist, Steve guides his high performing Clients to
breakthrough and transformation in just 90 Minutes. When
asked what he’s up to, Steve says:
“I’m on a mission to educate and inspire others to master
themselves, their communications and their relationships so that
we may all contribute to society at a higher level. I love guiding
people to discover who they really are and what they truly desire
from life as it is only from this space that we can live authentically
and with passion. I firmly believe that as we develop mastery in
these areas, we will exit the rat race, stop chasing success, and
instead Live Remarkably.”
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SOHAIL
OHAIL KHAN
The Worlds #1 Joint Venture Expert
Considered as the world’s foremost Joint
Venture Expert, Sohail Khan is an
independent consultant, trainer, and
mentor who serves on the Advisory
Board of Sonoma JV Partners.
Sohail built
buil
a multi-million dollar
internet training business and then sold
a majority stake to an
a IT company in
2006. Two years later that company
went bust and Sohail lost everything.
Using his knowledge of joint ventures and business building
expertise he quickly recovered by generating over $1.5 Million in
sales in just 30 days using the
e same joint venture strategies as we
present in this book.
Most recently, Sohail sold his joint venture training practice for a
whopping 8 figures, and now continues to provide high-impact
high
and high-value
value results by forming powerful
powerf
strategic alliances,
providing corporate consulting and mentoring the next
generation of business strategists through his Joint Venture
certification programs. He has an extensive network of key
influencers and business leaders and brings decades of value,
experience, and ingenuity to the Sonoma JV Partners Team.
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Are You JV Ready?
Take the
Assessment -

“You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.”
-Wayne Gretzky
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On the following pages you will find a sample of our joint
venture readiness assessment. The answers that you provide will
assist us to determine your current state of readiness and
suitability for our joint venture partners. The below form is similar
to the form that you will find on our website:
www.sonomajvpartners.com which is where you will go to
complete the assessment if you want us to consider working with
you. You can use the pages below to help formulate your answers
and gather the information you will need to determine your joint
venture readiness.
While a well structured JV program can and should be part
of every business plan regardless of industry, we choose to focus
on serving clients in the following industries or subject areas:
-

Personal Development (i.e., programs and services that

teach people owners how live life better, improve
themselves, and their personal relationships).
-

Business Development (i.e., programs and services that

teach business owners how to maximize their efforts,
boost profits, grow their business, become more
successful).

-

Health and Wellness

-

Fitness and Lifestyle
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JV READINESS ASSESSMENT
Use this form for your own internal purposes to gauge your JV
readiness. Once you are ready, you may complete the assessment
on our website www.sonomajvpartners.com and we will get in
contact with you to discuss your next steps.

First Name ________________ Last Name______________________

Company/Business Name __________________________________

Link to Website____________________________________________

Email _____________________________________________________

Phone Number ____________________________________________

How Many Years Have You Been in Business? __________________

What is the size of your Email List? ___________________________
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Number of Buyers on Your Email List? (people which have
purchased from you) ______________________________________

Number of Prospects on Your Email List (people that have not
purchased from you) ________________________________________

Describe Your Current Business Goal__________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What is Your Company Best Known For? ______________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What is the value that your products or services are best known
for? Quality – Price – Reliability – Quick delivery, Guarantee,
Customer Service, etc. ______________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Identify and Describe Your Target Audience.
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What kind of business/organizations/people would make ideal JV
Partners for you?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What type of products or services does your audience seek before
purchasing your product or service?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

What type of products or services does your audience seek after
purchasing your product or service?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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List Your Most Valuable Products/Services. What Does Each Sell
For?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

For the Products/Services Listed Above, What is the Gross Profit
Margin for Each?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Do You Have Case Studies and/or Testimonials Relating To the
Above Products/Services? Do You Have Case Studies and/or
Testimonials Relating To the Above Products/Services? If yes, are
they quantifiable or subjective? For example: “I lost 20 lbs in 6
weeks” vs. “I feel better.”
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Do You Have a High Converting Sales Funnel for the Above
Products/Services? Briefly Describe the Funnel.
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Connect with Us –
If you have gained value from this book, let’s keep the
conversation going. Let’s get your questions
answered, and if you are ready for your next
profitable joint venture here are several ways that you
may connect with us:
Email for general inquiries
Happy@sonomajvpartners.com

Email – Alithia Gallegos
Alithia@sonomajvpartners.com

Email - Steve Gallegos
Steve@sonomajvpartners.com

Website
www.sonomajvpartners.com
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